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Abstract 

All counterintuitive and mysterious phenomena exhibited by the quantum theory are 

linked with the concept of quantum coherence in one way or the other. The best 

available tool to explicitly explore the in depth meaning of the quantum coherence is 

to utilize single-particle quantum interference under any preselected experimental 

scenario. Present thesis employs the themes of Delayed-Choice Quantum Eraser 

(DCQE) under single and double tag settings as well as the ideology of 

complementarity tested through Atomic Mach-Zehnder-Bragg interferometer for the 

purpose. For the DCQE case, our results clearly demonstrate that coherence and hence 

the interference fringes that get lost due to coupling with the tag ancilla can not only 

be retrieved back but strangely enough can also be tuned in a delayed-choice manner 

much later than the due data recording. This delayed-choice adjustability of the 

fringes shed out many controversies surrounding the quantum eraser along with the 

conception of the time in the quantum theory, meanings of the state vector reduction, 

measurement, information and the entropy as well as raises questions about the Ψ-

ontic models. The second proposal suggests that quantum coherence apparently seems 

to lie beyond our classical space-time structure. Whereas the proposal based on atom 

interferometer with final beam splitter being quantum mechanical i.e. in superposition 

of being absent and present simultaneously, was used to observe both the wave and 

particle aspects under a single experimental setting, as suggested recently by Ionicioiu 

et.al. [Phys. Rev. Lett. 107, 230406 (2011)], and thus questioned the universality of 

the Bohr's conjecture. We demonstrated it in a most realistic scenario based on an 

atomic interferometer with the final beam splitter taken as a high-Q cavity containing 

the field superposition of zero and one photon. The setup operates through first order 

off-resonant Atomic Bragg diffraction from the cavity fields with atom's particle 

(wave) nature marked through the absence (presence) of a photon in the final cavity 

and explicitly exhibit wave-particle morphic behavior versus interaction variables. 

The thesis concludes with demonstration of experimental feasibility of the presented 

proposals and highlights future directions with a comprehensive philosophical 

discussion. 
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Quantum Mechanics: A Brief Chronological
Overview

History of the quantum formulation is a story of intellectual rifts, intrigues, prolong

discussions and the successes accompanied by the philosophical ba ement making it

a classic case of what Thomas S. Kuhn called the paradigm shift in the science [1].

The scienti�c scenario prevailing at the last quarter of nineteenth (19th) century was

that of illusionary ful�llment best described by Lord Kelvin, �There is nothing new

to be discovered in physics now, all that remains is more and more precise measure-

ment�. Similar conjecture has also been attributed to A. A. Michelson �The grand

underlying principles have been �rmly established. Further truths of physics are to be

looked in the sixth place of decimals�[2]. Thus it was generally believed that physical

description of the nature has successfully been accomplished in broader strokes and

what is left out is just the �lling of the gaps here and there. This intellectual slumber

was, however, soon to be broken in quite through diverse phenomenon. Einstein, at

one hand, predicted the relative nature of the space-time and shattered the ancient

mindset fully accustomed to the absoluteness while, on the other hand, incomprehen-

sive microcosmic behavior i.e. dynamics of the tiny particle like electrons and atoms

posed even a more stringent challenge for the scientists working in this regime of the

smaller entities [3]. Many phenomena that were entirely unexplainable through the

classical tools soon surfaced including atomic spectra, black body radiations, quantum

nature of light, photo-electric e¤ect and wave-particle dichotomy [4].

The profound discrepancies encountered while addressing these seemingly un-

solvable issues urged the workers to lean towards the time-tested empiricist approach.

Hence, initially ad hoc assumptions and be�tting transformations were involved to
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make sense of the acquired experimental data [5]. Bohr�s theory of the discrete atomic

levels and �eld quantization by Max Plank are the good examples to highlight the

prevailing scenario of the time. However with further theoretical and experimental

explorations like de Broglie�s wave-particle mutual connectivity, Photo-electric and

Compton�s e¤ects, the assumptions started emerging to have something meaningful

underneath them. However, they were still axioms crying for a coherent represen-

tation. This missing gap was splendidly �lled mainly through the works of Erwin

Schrodinger (1926), Werner Heisenberg (1926), Max Born (1928), Paul A. M. Dirac

(1933) and coherent theoretical structure that emerged out of this hectic activity is

now termed as the quantum theory [6]. Finally, Von Neumann compiled the logical

formalism of the theory in the form of a fascinating book based on Hilbert space

description of the quantum phenomena [7].

This coherent mathematical structure, having massive descriptive/predictive

power with excellent accuracy and precision, opened new vistas of research in many

diverse �elds. This includes, to name a few, the atomic and molecular physics with

precise description of the spectra [8], solid state physics, chemical and metallic bond-

ing [9] and triggered an altogether new subject now called semi-conductor physics.

The band theoretical description of the semi-conductors through quantum mechanical

tools later led to the electronic revolution that paved the way for the modern life that

we are living now through the technical developments like computers, internet and

the new communication facilities [10]. Similarly, the theory when extended to nu-

clear dimensions explained the mysteries of the decay phenomena, described nuclear

structure through workable models and pointed towards the feasibility of tremendous

energy harnessment via nuclear reactors and atomic bomb [11].

Further quantummechanical explorations of the subatomic particles i.e. quarks

etc. resulted into quantization of electrodynamics as well as weak and strong nuclear

forces. Quantum Electrodynamics (QED) and Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD)

that emerged out of this quantization exercise proved excessively accurate and pre-

cise theories for describing high energy physical phenomena and minute, subatomic

structures [12]. For example QED is known to yield accurate results up to an unimag-

inable 7th decimal precise result [13].

In summary, the advent of quantum theory thoroughly changed the prevailing

scienti�c and technological scenario through its highly sophisticated calculation tools.

Most of the scienti�c working community was therefore wholeheartedly engaged in

exploring, describing and predicting hitherto a plethora of yet unexplainable phe-

nomena through this new acquired tool with the least botheration about the deeper

2



Chapter 1: Introduction

philosophical meaning of the tool i.e. quantum theory. The working environment

of the time is best described by Alber Shimony who narrated that people were in-

tellectually compiled for �shut up and calculate�and were generally discouraged for

�sit down and contemplate�i.e. to think over the philosophical underpinning of the

theory [14].

However, fortunately the founding fathers of the theory like Erwin Schrodinger

and Albert Einstein were no way satis�ed by this state of the a¤airs. For example, on

4th December 1926, Einstein writes to Max Born; �Quantum mechanics is certainly

imposing. But an inner voice tells me that it is not yet the real thing�[15]. Einstein

raised many philosophical questions and discussed many core foundational issues with

Niels Bohr [16]. Einstein, it seems, was deeply disturbed on the ever broadening

split between the classical physics and the new quantum theory and countered Bohr

with di¢ cult questions like indeterminism, measurement problem and the nature of

physical reality in general as advocated by the new theory. Many of his, now famous,

quotes stand witness to this fact. For example, talking of the inherent quantum

indeterminism, he said, �God does not play dice with the universe� [17]. Similarly

measurement-based motion of the reality was another highly intriguing feature of the

quantum theory that battled him against his personal motion of scienti�c realism

under Mach�s in�uence and he jokingly said; �Is the moon not there when nobody

looks at it�[18].

At about the same time, E. Schrodinger was also openly showing his discon-

tent about the apparent absurdities predicted by the new theory whose mathematical

description almost solely depends on his own equation i.e. Schrodinger�s equation,

apart from the Bohr-Schrodinger dialogues, the two famous contributions by the

Schrodinger, in this regard, are the Schrodinger�s cat paradox dealing with the quan-

tum superposition and the formulation of the concept of entanglement. Schrodinger

discovered the phenomenon of entanglement in 1935 and de�ned it as follows [19];

�When two systems, of which we know the states by their respective repre-

sentatives, enter into temporary physical interaction due to known forces

between them, and when after a time of mutual in�uence the systems

separate again, then they can no longer be described in the same way as

before, viz. by endowing each of them with a representative of its own.

I would not call that one but rather the characteristic trait of quantum

mechanics�.

In order to fully grasp the strangeness of this entangled inseparability, let us

3
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compare it with contagious magic as de�ned by Sir J. Frazer [20];

�Contagious magic is based upon the assumption that substances which

were once joined together possess a continuing a smaller unit will a¤ect

the larger unit even though they are physically separated�.

Mathematically, the two systems say X and Y , represented by the respective

state vectors j	X (t1)i and j	Y (t1)i at time t1 interacts and leads to the combined
or composite state;

j	X (t1)i 
 j	Y (t1)i
Interaction) j	XY (t � t1)i 6= j	X (t)i 
 j	Y (t)i : (1.1)

This combined state of the subsystems X and Y will be called entangled state if after

interaction; the subsystems X and Y are no more separable or factorizable as shown

in above expression. The most common examples of such states are the Bell�s states

[21]. Soon this counterintuitive nonlocal trait of the quantum entanglement became

the main dividing line among the quantum theory, classical physics and the scienti�c

realism. Einstein was the one most unhappy about this state of the a¤airs and coined

the phrase �spooky action at a distance�to show his dissatisfaction. In 1935 along

with his collaborators Rosen Nathen and Podolosky, Einstein framed his mature ob-

jections to the theory in the form of a paper, now famously known as EPR paper [22].

EPR theme was based on the utterly sensible assumptions of realism, locality and de-

terminism or causality but, as stated earlier, these philosophical questions were taken

seriously by a very small minority of the working people including Schrodinger, Ein-

stein and the Copenhagen school with Bohr as its mentor. The rest of the community

was happily engaged in solving the riddles, predicting and discovering altogether new

phenomena in various �elds of the physics employing quantum theory just as a tool.

This, �shut up and calculate�strategy was so successful that people thinking about

the foundations of the theory were generally ridiculed or even considered lunatic that

have lost the sense of contemporary needs. This hostile attitude is best depicted in

Wolfgang Pauli�s Letter to Max Born (31st March 1954) [9, 23];

�As O. [Otto] Stern said recently, one should no more rack one�s brain

about the problem of whether something one cannot know anything about

exists all the same, than about the ancient question of how many angels

are able to sit on the point of a needle. But it seems to me that Einstein�s

questions are ultimately always of this kind.�
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The EPR story and quantum-classical dilemma therefore stayed just as a philo-

sophical dialogue with no experimental consequences and was pursued only by few

including E. Wigner, D. Bohm, J. Wheeler, H. Everett III and A. Shimony along

with the founding fathers A. Einstein, N. Bohr, W. Heisenberg, de Broglie and E.

Schrodinger. However, in 1964, the theme got an interesting twist with the entry of

John Bell through the work, now famously known as Bell�s theorem and Bell�s in-

equality, into the arena of quantum foundations [24]. The eminent theoretician John

Bell, a co-discoverer of the Charge-Parity-Time Reversal theorem, was well accus-

tomed to utilize quantum theory as an e¢ cient calculation tool. He, however, had

a deeply philosophical personality and like Einstein, was highly interested in explor-

ing the core mysteries of the quantum theory including its counterintuitive nonlocal

characteristics. Once he humorously mentioned his private curiosity by saying, �I am

a quantum engineer, but on Sundays I have principles� [25]. These private reper-

cussions �nally culminated in 1964 in the form of a ground breaking theorem now

known as Bell�s theorem [24]. Bell extended the EPR theme based on locality and the

reality assumptions and ended up in de�ning a well framed mathematical inequality

that would always be satis�ed classically. However, provided the quantum theory be-

ing truly nonlocal, the inequality would be violated by the counterintuitive entangled

quantum states. Bell�s inequality thus placed EPR�s gadenken experiment into an

experimentally testable scenario and rekindled the interest in the foundational issues.

This, therefore, ushered an era of what Abner Shimony preferred to call �experimen-

tal metaphysics� [26]. Therefore, many experimental groups joined in to test the

Bell�s inequality through diverse techniques based on nucleons, photons and atoms

[27-31]. However, the most accurate, conclusive and well-accepted experiments were

�rstly performed by A. Aspect et. al. [32-35] by utilizing the two-photon transition

of 40Ca atomic cascade that generates counterpropagating, entangled photon pairs.

The results clearly violated the Bell�s inequality beyond any doubt demonstrating

the counterintuitive, nonlocal nature of the quantum theory. There are two very

important implications of this very strange and entirely incomprehensive result;

1). Can we employ the proved nonlocality and holism of the quantum theory

for anything practical or technically bene�cial and if so, how?

2). From where these counterintuitive features of the theory emerge and how

we can understand the world where nonlocality, indeterminism, subjectivity and ap-

parent holism are the prevailing norm?
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1.2 Aftermath of the Inequality: For What the
Bells Toll?

Publication of the Bell�s theorem and the Bell�s inequality in 1964 opened an alto-

gether new and novel vista for the research, both about the experimental implications

as well as the philosophical foundations of the quantum theory and, therefore, the

Bell�s contribution has been rightly referred to as �the most profound discovery of

science�[36]. The proven nonlocality of the quantum coherent systems at one hand

paved the way for entirely new technologies under the banner of the quantum in-

formatics, a powerful emerging subject that utilizes the counterintuitive, mysterious,

nonlocal, coherent and antirealist traits of the quantum theory for practical purposes

and thus ushering a new technological revolution. Thus quantum cryptographic com-

munications, discovered in 1984 [37, 38], is a mature, fully secure, state of the art

commercial technology by now with the operational feasibility successfully demon-

strated between earth and the satellite as well as inter-satellite [39, 40]. Similarly

quantum computing that employ entanglement as a resource and promises an expo-

nential computational boast with the capability of solving many intractable problems

has already crossed many mile stones at the laboratory-test level with all logic gates

and many algorithms demonstrated successfully and thus we should be ready to wit-

ness an entirely new computational revolution in the near future [41, 42]. A similar

scenario prevails for the rest of the branches of quantum informatics like quantum

state engineering, measurement, teleportation, entanglement swapping, puri�cation,

concentration, dense coding etc. with literally thousands and thousands of the papers,

both theoretical and experimental, published each year marking the ground break-

ing nature of the subjects [41, 43]. Thus one can safely conjecture that the world

of science and technology is at the verge of a new technological revolution that will

certainly alter the existing setups in unforeseeable ways.

However, on the other hand, Bell�s inequality violation stringently signifying

the departure of quantum regime from the well-established classical modes of thought,

has hinted out mind boggling philosophical implications and has revigorated the hu-

manity�s search for core reality through the in-depth explorations of the quantum

foundations [44, 45]. The philosophical issues raised and highlighted by the Bell�s

inequality violation are so vitally important for our understanding that people have

even employed quantum informatics tools to furnish an acceptable understanding, a

universal and uni�ed interpretation of the theory [46]. This quest for meanings is still

being rigorously pursued. However, at the present stage one is in a position to ask
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Chapter 1: Introduction

few fundamental questions previously thought to be metaphysical with no meaningful

content whatsoever. The most important of such questions is: What characteristics

make quantum mechanics counterintuitive, contextual, subjective, nonlocal and in-

herently indeterministic while it also enjoys �peaceful coexistence�with the objective

paradigm of the relativistic physics ?

1.3 Quantum Coherence and the Complementar-
ity: Vistas to Quantum Mysteries

1.3.1 Coherence: De�nition and Preliminary Explorations

While keenly pondering over the mathematical and structural formalisms of classical

physics and the quantum theory, one notes two major contrasting themes i.e. coher-

ence and inherent uncertainty or more generally concept of complementarity of the

quantum world that are entirely absent in the hitherto logically well established clas-

sical framework. Quantum coherence, crudely de�ned, is the capability of a quantum

system to stay in its many states or degrees of freedom simultaneously and in a sus-

tained manner over su¢ ciently long periods of time [47]. Such a quantum system, say

j	Ai, exhibiting simultaneous presence in many states is now termed as a coherent
superposition and may be expressed as follows;

j	Ai =
nX
i=0

Ci j	ii ; (1.2)

with
Pn

i=0 jCij
2 = 1; and j	ii being the orthonormal Hilbert Space basis for the

system. In order to illustrate it further we consider a most general superposition of

a two-level atom with levels designated by jgi and jei, respectively;

j	i = cos �
2
jgi+ exp(�i�) sin �

2
jei : (1.3)

Now the coherence of an atomic state can be gauged through the expectation value

of the ladder operator �+ = jei hgj which is proportional to the mean value of the
dipole moment. Thus;

h�+i = h	 j�+j	i =
1

2
exp(��) sin �: (1.4)

We see that the state j	i posses coherence in general except for � = 0; or multiples
of � where only one component of the superposition survives [48]. Any two or more
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such quantum systems when coupled together may give rise to entangled states that

explicitly demonstrate the plethora of counterintuitive traits including the nonlocality.

As stated earlier, from the very start, Schrodinger was much ba ed by the

philosophical implication of the quantum theory and, therefore, in search of meaning,

he introduced the concept of coherent states. Schrodinger envisioned coherent state

as a state with minimum uncertainty Gaussian wave packets that is closest to its

counterpart classical description and hoped to give a deterministic touch to the quan-

tum theory [49]. However his dream failed to materialize and the further explorations

paved the way for even more quantum mysteries [50]. However, Roy J. Glauber in

1960�s had studied the phenomenon of coherence and its role in the �eld of photonics

in depth and helped to formulate the theme on sound mathematical footings. He was

awarded Nobel prize of physics in 2005 for his ground breaking contributions in this

regard [51]. The work on the coherent states, their properties, symmetries, general-

ization and applications was later on extended and enriched mainly by J. R. Klauder,

J. P. Gazeau and E. C. G. Sudarshan [52-54]. For a good mathematical review of the

coherent states, one is referred to the work by W. M. Zhang [55].

1.3.2 Coherence: Consequences and Contributions in Atomic
Media

The work on coherence and its quantum e¤ects in atomic media have also been stud-

ied thoroughly as witnessed through the huge storehouse of the published work, both

theoretical and experimental, in the last thirty or more years. In these very pro-

ductive years, many altogether new atomic phenomena with roots in the quantum

coherence were discovered and explored at length. Such quantum coherence e¤ects

in atomic media, to name only the prominent ones, include Electromagnetically In-

duced Transparency (EIT) [56-58], Lasing Without Inversion (LWI) [59], Coherent
Population Trapping (CPT) [60], Quantum Beats along with Quantum Beat Laser

(QBL) [61, 62] and the Quantum Eraser (QE) along with its delayed choice version

[63, 64]. All these phenomena are fundamentally quantum coherence based inter-

ference e¤ects and are nicely summarized and reviewed in the excellent book by Z.

Ficek and S. Swain [47]. Moreover, it has been shown that quantum coherence and

the entanglement also play vital role in condense matter physics and may initiate

speci�c phase transitions in materials near the absolute zero [65, 66]. Same is the
case of Bose-Einstein condensation where transitions depend strongly on the phase

coherence [67, 68]. Similarly exploration of various phenomena in life sciences at

the quantum level have also explicitly hinted toward coherence e¤ects [69]. In sum-
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mary, quantum coherence is one of the unique features of the quantum theory with

numerous strange e¤ects encompassing almost all of the microcosmos lying hidden

and imparting meanings to the classical reality [70]. Now since a projective measure-

ment collapses the state vector causing the disappearance of the quantum coherence,

therefore the only way left to gauge the quantum coherence in a system is through

the interference e¤ects that system exhibits under certain speci�c scenario [71]. We,

in the present monograph, have opted to explore quantum coherence and its conse-

quences through an in-depth study of the most mystifying feature of the coherence

i. e. through Quantum Erasers operating under delayed-choice scenario. Therefore,

the subsequent discussion will be limited to only this fascinating and highly coun-

terintuitive phenomenon. Similarly the atom interferometry has also been employed

to explore the concept of complementarity, a theme that make the rest of the thesis.

This, however, will be discussed a bit later.

1.3.3 Quantum Eraser: Counterintuitive Coherence E¤ects

The phenomenon of the Quantum Eraser (QE) [72] encompasses all peculiar fea-

tures of the quantum theory including quantum conception of time, information and

its eraser, coherence, complementarity, entanglement, quantum probabilities and the

meanings of the state vector reduction while also adding a logical fervor to the on

going discussion on 	-ontic (-epistemic) models [63, 73-81]. Keeping this evident

vitality of the subject in view, a lot of QE schematics have been proposed and experi-

mentally executed using diverse quantum technologies including photonics, atom-�eld

interactions based cavity QED setups, quantum dots and mesoscopic electromechan-

ical devices [77, 82-94]. The QE theme, though mathematically very simple and

elegant, is highly counterintuitive and intriguing conceptually. Consider a quantum

system S in coherent superposition of its two states i.e. (js1i+ js2i) =
p
2, capable

of exhibiting quantum interference that interacts with any arbitrary ancilla or a me-

ter �M�via controlled interaction or through a decoherence channel which leads to

(js1i+ js2i) =
p
2 
 jMi ! (js1;M1i+ js2;M2i) =

p
2. This resultant state explicitly

hints out the loss of coherence and the quantum interference that was a hallmark

of the original system�s state. QE addresses this problem and suggests that one can

retrieve back the quantum coherence and related interference pattern by simply mea-

suring the tagged ancilla qubit into rotated basis i.e. j�Mi = (jM1i � jM2i) =
p
2.

Such an obliquely rotated basis measurement e¤ectively erases the system�s which-

path information encoded over the orthogonal states of the ancilla qubit. Since most

of the experiments were done with symmetric beam splitters, therefore at �rst glance,
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QE appears to be a straight forward data sorting mechanism. However, the idea of

Delayed-Choice Quantum Eraser (DCQE) points out that there is something more

mystifying to it than this simple description [64, 72, 95-100]. Strangely enough, DCQE

scenario demonstrates that coherence can be retrieved with interference fringes duly

restored by performing eraser procedure even after the data has been duly recorded.

This subjects our classical conception of time in stringent contrast with how the quan-

tum world behaves. The in-depth comprehension of such a bizarre quantum situation

is so disturbing that DCQE, on one hand was termed as �one of the most intrigu-

ing e¤ects in quantum mechanics�while on other hand it was declared �fallacious�

in frustration [74]. Moreover, the fascinating option of the delayed-choice and �back

in time�quantum manipulation has also triggered the researcher to apply the theme

over various other quantum informatics scenarios including delayed-choice based en-

tanglement swapping [101, 102], quantum beats and atom-�eld controlled quantum

interactions [103, 104].

Another ground breaking o¤-shoot of the DCQE idea is the envisionment of

an eraser interferometric setup with the �nal beam splitter being quantum mechani-

cal instead of a conventional classical beam splitter [105]. The proposal modi�ed the

concept of complementarity by showing that, with �nal beam splitter being quan-

tum mechanical, one can measure complementary or conjugate variables i.e. wave

and particle aspects in a single experimental setup. It further demonstrated that no

consistent hidden-variable theory can account for wave or particle behaviour as the

realistic properties. The proposal, due to its vital importance, was quickly followed

by many suggestions for experimental demonstrations as well as the laboratory im-

plementations [106-111]. However, we note that most of the DCQE experiments were

performed using symmetric beam splitters where fringe recovery may appear falla-

cious apparently via sorting of the already recorded data into subensembles yielding

fringes or antifringes, a situation apparently resembling with the case of Bertlmann�s

socks [112]. Furthermore, it was also conjectured that choice of meaningful Quan-

tum Eraser �exists only until the atom hits the screen�i.e. when interference data is

being recorded [78, 94, 113-114]. Pondering over the issue, we realized that a tun-

able asymmetric DCQE setup can dispel the dilemma in a more satisfactory manner

while shedding ample light on the concept of state vector reduction along with other

counterintuitive traits of the theory.
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1.3.4 Complementarity: Coherence and Contextuality

The second most fundamental schism between the classical physics and that of the

quantum mechanics being the inherent uncertainty prevailing in the former regime.

This quantum uncertainty or in the generalized form, the complementarity principle

is one of the corner stone of the quantum mechanics but is entirely absent in classical

domain. Bohr, initially proposed the complementarity principle in September 1927

in a meeting of physicists at lake Como. Since Einstein was not there at the meeting

therefore main heated discussion on the principle took place at �fth Solvay conference

in Brussels on 24th October 1927 between Einstein and the Bohr. Later the discussion

stayed alive for the rest of their lives and helped Bohr to re�ne the concept with the

passage of time [115]. The principle carries one of the most prominent signature of

philosophical split between classical and the quantum theories and, therefore as stated

above, has also been debated rigorously from the very start [116]. Complementarity

was initially proposed to justify the apparent wave-particle duality exhibited by the

quantum theory, but in the generalized form the principle broadly states that two

complementary variables can not be ascertained in a single experiment i.e. when one

looks for the wave behavior of a quantum entity, one lose all the information about

its particle aspects and vice-versa [117]. Later, it was shown that complementary

aspects are always found mutually exclusive with no link to the measurement based

disturbance as even the possibility of information accessibility of one aspect totally

preclude the meaningful measurement of its counterpart conjugate variable rendering

the theory an evident contextual leanings.

As stated above, complementarity is one of the fundamental principles under-

lying the quantum theory and a central theme in the famous Einstein-Bhor debate

[117, 118]. Historically, Bohr generalized wave-particle duality into the governing

concept of the Complementarity which asserts that, in quantum theory, the two con-

jugate or complementary quantum variables always stand mutually exclusive i.e. the

observation of one completely eradicate even the possibility of any meaningful mea-

surement of the other [119, 120]. The idea further dictates that, in principle, the

conjugate quantum variables can not even be ascertained through a single experi-

mental arrangement and rather each complementary variable requires a unique setup

for its measurement because the interaction between the measuring device and the

quantum system under consideration form a holistic scenario that de�nes the phe-

nomenon [121]. However, initially Bohr expounded the complementarity principle

on broad philosophical basis with no adequate mathematical description. Comple-

mentarity, due to its foundational importance has always remained a hot topic of
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discussion among the working community with philosophical bent but the majority

under the Bohr�s in�uence accepted the theory with all its inexplicable contents and

employed it as an excellent tool to explore various physical phenomena at hands. The

situation is well described humorously through a Christmas carol from 1950�s [122];

�At Bohr�s feet I lay me down

For I have no theories of my own

His principles perplex my mind,

But he is oh so very kind.

Correspondence is my cry, I don�t

know why, I don�t know why.�

Bohr was equally aware of the situation as his famous quote i.e. �Truth and

clarity are complementary� suggests. The situation improved with time and much

needed quantitative narrative was later on furnished through many investigations

including the one by Greenberger et. al. [123-126]. Moreover, a comparison as well

as quantitative link between the complementarity and the quantum uncertainty has

also been debated in the near past [75, 127].

Another very fascinating idea, initially quite independent of the complemen-

tarity scenario, was proposed by J. A. Wheeler and is now termed as Wheeler�s

Delayed-Choice Experiment (DCE) [95, 97, 125, 128, 129]. Wheeler�s thought pro-

voking DCE has been extensively discussed both theoretically and experimentally and

was aimed to highlight the role played by the time in the quantum unitary evolution

of a system because it hints out that a quantum entity while evolving in its �present�

can somehow sense the yet undecided futuristic setup that it will be going to encounter

later on. In a Mach-Zehnder interferometer, this can be done through a random and

delayed-choice decision of inserting or removing the second beam splitter when the

photon has already assumed its �ight through the setup after entering from the �rst

beam splitter. The decision concerning the insertion or removal of second beam split-

ter is implemented classically through coupling it with a random number generator.

Many such experiments were conducted in-line with the suggested classical delayed-

choice framework in conformity with the Wheeler�s original proposal mentioned above

and, most of them may be taken as the state of the art proofs showing no notable

di¤erence between real time and DCEs [97, 130-132]. For an excellent review of the

work done, both theoretical and experimental, concerning delayed-choice theme, one

is referred to the paper by Xiao-Song Ma [133].
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However, as suggested recently, the quantum version of the Wheeler�s delayed-

choice experiment shows fascinating results with direct repercussion for the concept

of the complementarity [105]. In the Quantum Delayed-Choice Experiment (QDCE)

based on Mach-Zehnder interferometer, the delayed decision for insertion or removal

of the �nal beam splitter is carried out quantum mechanically by coupling it with

an ancilla qubit. Such a beam splitter is termed as the Quantum Beam Splitter(q-

BS). The article suggests that, in QDCE scenario, we can measure both the conjugate

variables in the same setup and two mutually exclusive experimental arrangements are

not needed in any way as a¢ rmed by the Bohr�s elucidation of the complementarity.

The proposal illustrates that particle and wave feature can be observed in a single

experimental setup because the ancilla qubit forming q-BS i.e. 1=
p
2 (j0i+ j1i) gets

entangled with the system under investigation to yield a state of the type [105];

1p
2
(j0i 
 jBS2 � absenti 
 jparticlei+ j1i 
 jBS2 � presenti 
 jwavei) : (1.5)

Here the wave function jparticlei = 1=
p
2
�
j0i+ ei� j1i

�
describe particle and simi-

larly the wave function jwavei = ei�=2 (cos (�=2) j0i � i sin (�=2) j1i) gives the wave
behaviour, with � being the phase associated with each wave function. These two

wave functions are not orthogonal in general, except for the phase � = ��=2.
The proposal for the QDCE has been demonstrated experimentally by many

groups recently using photonics and NMR setups [107-111]. These theoretical and

experimental explorations of QDCE, along with the modi�cation to the old concept

of complementarity, have also uncovered some very important and novel ideas re-

lated to the quantum theory. They demonstrated for example, the falsehood of local

hidden-variable theories that treat particle and waves as real physical attributes of

a quantum entity [107], deeper connections between complementarity and the super-

position principle [109] and the interference between the particle and wave attributes

of a quantum object [110]. More recently Almeida et. al. proposed a setup for the

implementation of QDCE in cavity QED scenario [106]. The proposal deals with

Ramsey type interference in the atomic internal degrees of freedom and invokes the

concept of ability (inability) of interference fringes to mark wave (particle) aspects

of the system instead of employing usual concept of spatial modes. The experimen-

tal setup envisioned is, however, quite tedious comprising of three atoms, Ramsey

zones and a high-Q cavity yielding desired result after many quantum operations,

controlled or otherwise. We, in present thesis, suggest a very simple scheme based

on o¤-resonant atom-�eld interactions of two-level atoms in Mach-Zehnder-Bragg in-
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terferometric scenario to implement QDCE through spatially separated atomic de

Broglie waves that explicitly highlights the wave-particle dilemma in its conventional

and more realistic sense. It is worth noting here that atomic Bragg di¤raction has

already been utilized to address various quantum information tasks [134-144] as well

as the foundational issues related to the concept of complementarity [75, 145].

1.4 Layout of Thesis

The layout for the thesis is as follows. After a comprehensive introduction, chapter-2

describes the mathematical stu¤ brie�y that we have employed for the state engi-

neering and manipulations carried out in the present thesis. Chapter-3 is base on

two research papers and investigates quantum coherence through the most mystify-

ing theme of the quantum eraser under delayed choice settings. Chapter-4 elaborates

over the concept of complementarity where coherence is linked stringently with the

contextuality. The chapter is based on a paper published in Physics Review A and

address the modi�ed concept of complementarity when the �nal beam splitter of an

interferometer is taken to be quantum mechanical in nature. Finally chapter-5 con-

cludes the thesis and addresses the implications of the present study in a broader

philosophical context. The chapter culminates with the limits for the future investi-

gation that another thinks to yield fruitful results.
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Chapter 2

Mathematical Tools and
Preliminaries

The work done in the present thesis is solely based on the quantized atom-�eld in-

teraction in Cavity Quantum Electrodynamics (CQED) scenario. Many interaction

regimes like resonant and dispersive atom-�eld interactions as well as Bragg di¤rac-

tion of two-level atoms have been invoked in the present monograph.

Cavity Quantum Electrodynamics is one of the pioneer discipline employed

to address and demonstrate various quantum informatics protocols [146, 147]. The

technology related to high-Q cavities engineering and manufacturing has evolved to

mature standards with the cavities having life-times up to the seconds in microwave

domain while in milliseconds in optical regime being readily available now [148, 149].

Similarly miniaturization needed for extremely high mode strength has successfully

furnished the cavities with micrometer dimensions [150]. Furthermore, recently the

successive passage of the thousands of the atoms have experimentally been demon-

strated through a high-Q cavity prior to the onset of any signi�cant decoherence

or decay [151]. Therefore, cavity-QED has already demonstrated its potential to

address and execute quantum state engineering or manipulation tasks beyond any

doubt. Since the thesis is based on various quantum coherence exploration method-

ologies including theoretical Quantum Eraser proposals, therefore we have furnished

here an overview of the fundamental cavity-QED linked mathematical tools utilized

in the forthcoming chapters. For further details, if needed, one is referred to many ex-

cellent books, both graduate as well as post graduate levels, that describe the proper

applications of such tools at length [147, 152-156] along with the excellent review of

the technology [157].
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2.1 Field Quantization

Field quantization in a cavity can be understood through the analogy of a �eld mode

with that the states of a Simple Harmonic Oscillator (SHO). Each cavity mode may

be envisioned as a SHO possessing generalized amplitude q. Therefore, total energy

of the �eld may be calculated via the summation taken over the energies of each and

every individual oscillators. However, classically we always take the amplitude qj
of the jth oscillator as a continuous variable, a situation intangible in the quantum

theory that restricts qj through quantization to certain speci�c regimes [154]. The

Hamiltonian describing such an oscillator classically may be expressed as follows;

Hj =
1

2
_qj +

1

2

jq

2
j : (2.1)

In above expression _qj = @qj=@t and 
j = c jkjj with
!
kj denoting the wave vector as

de�ned by the respective boundary conditions. It should be noted that the conjugate

quantities qj and pj � _qj always satisfy the Hamilton�s equations;

_qj =
@Hj
@pj

= pj; _pj = �
@Hj
@qj

= �
2jqj: (2.2)

Hamilton�s relationships then �nally yields the equation of motion;

�qj + 

2
jqj = 0: (2.3)

Here we employ analogy and take magnetic �eld proportional to qj where electric

�eld is being assumed proportional to _qj = pj: Therefore, both the �elds become mu-

tually complementary much like conjugate variables of position and the momentum

for a simple harmonic oscillator. Now for further mathematical simpli�cation and

quantization, we de�ne the complex amplitudes;

aj =
1p
2~
j

(
jqj + ipj) ; a�j =
1p
2~
j

(
jqj � ipj) : (2.4)

We will later see that the complex amplitudes aj and a�j de�ned above will serve as

the �eld annihilation and creation operators. Keeping above de�nition of the complex

amplitudes in view, we can express the conjugate variables qj and pj as follows;

qj =

s
~
2
j

�
aj + a

�
j

�
; pj =

1

i

r
~
j
2

�
aj � a�j

�
: (2.5)
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With these values of qj and pj at hand, above Hamiltonian (2.1) transforms to;

Hj =
1

2
~
j

�
a�jaj + aja

�
j

�
: (2.6)

Now at this stage we introduce quantization through the commutator [qj; pj0 ] = i~�j;j0.
Substituting the respective values of qj and pj, this commutation relation takes the

�nal shape; h
aj; a

y
j0

i
= �j;j0 : (2.7)

Here we have employed the trivial expressions [aj; aj0 ] =
h
ayj; a

y
j0

i
= 0. Thus utilizing

these commutators, one can express above Hamiltonian Hj in �nal form as below;

Hj = ~
j
�
ayjaj +

1

2

�
: (2.8)

In above Hamiltonian, the operators aj and a
y
j are called annihilation and creation

�eld operators, sometimes collectively termed as �eld ladder operators of the jth cavity

mode. These ladder operators exhibit following characteristics;

a jni =
p
n jn� 1i ; ay jni =

p
n+ 1 jn+ 1i : (2.9)

In above expression jni designates the cavity �eld in Fock state i.e. a state having well
de�ned, accurate number of photons with totally random phase. It is easy to note

that the �eld ladder operators a and ay are not Hermitian but the number operator

n̂ = aya is Hermitian and yields number of photons as a measurement result, an

observable quantity in itself;

n̂ jni = aya jni = n jni : (2.10)

In order to express electric �eld quantum mechanically, we start from the famous

Maxwell�s equations;

r�H =
@D

@t
; (2.11)

r� E = �@B
@t
; (2.12)

r:B = 0; (2.13)

r:D = 0; (2.14)
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with E, H, B, and D representing electric �eld, magnetic �eld, magnetic induction

and electric displacement vectors, respectively. We further know that B = �0H and

D = �0E are free space permittivity and permeability linked as �0�0 = 1=c2 with c

being velocity of light. Now taking again the curl of r � H and substituting the

appropriate values we reach at the wave equation r2E � @2E=c2@t2 = 0. Now a

linearly polarized, say along x-axis, multimode cavity �eld satisfying the Maxwell�s

wave equation may therefore be expressed as follows;

Ex(z; t) =
X
j

Ajqj(t) sin(kjz): (2.15)

In above expression, qj; having dimension of length designates the normal mode am-

plitude. Various modes are marked by kj = j�=L with j = 1; 2; ::::and Aj = 2
2j=V �o.

The frequency of the jthmode expressed through a cavity of length L comes to be


j = j�c=L and V denotes the volume of the resonator cavity. Substituting these

values yields, after trivial algebraic simpli�cations, the following mathematical ex-

pression for the quantized multimode �eld inside a cavity of volume V ;

E =
X
j

�j"j

�
aj + a

y
j

�
; (2.16)

here "j = (~
j=2�oV )
1
2 and has the dimensions of an electric �eld [152].

2.2 Interaction of the Atom with Quantized Field

The Hamiltonian describing the quantized interaction of a n-level atom with a mul-

timode cavity �eld may be expressed collectively as under;

HT = HA +HF +HInt:: (2.17)

Here HA and HF correspond independently to the energies of the atom and �eld

respectively, whereas, HInt: marks the interaction energy of the coupled atom-�eld

system. In previous section, we have already de�ned the �eld Hamiltonian HF =

~
P

k �k

�
aykak + 1=2

�
for the �eld. Atomic Hamiltonian HA, can be easily derived

through the utilization of completeness relation corresponding to the energy eigen

states of atomic levels i.e.
P

i jii hij = 1; along with the eigenvalue equation HA jii =
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Ei jii. Therefore, we get;

HA =
X
i

Ei jii hij =
X
i

Ei�ii: (2.18)

Dipole approximation i.e. assumption that �eld is approximately uniform over whole

of the atom, the interaction Hamiltonian for the atom-�eld system may be expressed

as follows;

HInt: = �er̂:Ê: (2.19)

In above expression e stands for the electric charge over the electron and r̂ represents

its position vector with respect to the nucleus. This expression may be transformed

using the completeness relation to the following form;

er =
X
i;j

e jii hij r jji hjj =
X
i;j

}ij�ij: (2.20)

Here }ij = e hij r jji is known as the transition matrix element, a characteristic sig-
nature of the atomic transition. Similarly, we have already evaluated the following

expression for the quantized multimode electromagnetic �eld;

E =
X
k

�k"k

�
ak + a

y
k

�
; (2.21)

where "k = (~�k=2�oV )2. Placing all these energy operators additively yield the

following expression for the total Hamiltonian HT of the atom-�eld system;

HT =
X
k

~�kaykak +
X
i

Ei�ii + ~
X
i;j

X
k

�ijk �ij

�
ak + a

y
k

�
: (2.22)

Please note that we have ignored zero-energy terms while writing the above Hamil-

tonian. Further, �ijk = �}ij:�k"k=~ is termed as atom-�eld coupling constant. Since
in the present monograph, we will be mostly working with two-level atom having

lower (upper) energy level denoted by jgi (jei), therefore the corresponding dipole
matrix will be marked by }ge = }�eg and the coupling constant will be taken to be

�k = �gek = �egk . Under these simpli�cations, the total Hamiltonian HT transforms

to;

HT =
X
k

~�kaykak + (Ee�ee + Eg�gg) + ~
X
k

�k (�eg + �ge)
�
ak + a

y
k

�
: (2.23)
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Here we can write (Ee�ee + Eg�gg) = ~!=2 (�ee � �gg) + 1=2 (Ee + Eg). We have
taken ~! = (Ee � Eg) and (�ee + �gg) = 1; being completeness of the two-level atomic
system. Furthermore the �xed energy term (Ee + Eg) =2 is being ignored again here.

Moreover employing commonly used Pauli�s matrices notation that is;

�z = �ee � �gg = jei hej � jgi hgj ; (2.24)

�+ = �eg = jei hgj ; (2.25)

�� = �ge = jgi hej : (2.26)

The above Hamiltonian reduced to;

HT =
X
k

~�kaykak +
1

2
~!�z + ~

X
k

�k (�+ + ��)
�
ak + a

y
k

�
: (2.27)

In above Hamiltonian, the terms �+ay (atom being excited while �eld gaining a pho-

ton) and ��a (atom decaying to ground state while cavity �eld losing a photon)

clearly violate the energy conservation and are therefore being ignored. Thus the

Hamiltonian for a two-level atom interacting with a multimode �eld simpli�es to;

HT =
X
k

~�kaykak +
1

2
~!�z + ~

X
k

�k

�
�+ak + ��a

y
k

�
: (2.28)

It is easy to note that for a single mode �eld, the atom �eld Hamiltonian takes the

form;

HT = ~�aya+
1

2
~!�z + ~�

�
�+a+ ��a

y� = H0 +HI ; (2.29)

where we have taken H0 = ~�aya + ~!�z=2 as free parts of two level atom and

single mode quantized �eld and HI = ~�
�
�+a+ ��a

y� being the interaction part
of atomic interaction with quantized �eld. In general the atom-�eld interaction can

be described more comprehensively through an interaction picture Hamiltonian that

can be easily obtained through the mathematical transformation, V = e
iH0t
~ HIe

�iH0t
~ .

After substituting appropriate values and using the Baker-Campbell-Hausdor¤(BCH)

identity;

e�ABe��A = B + � [A;B] +
�2

2!
[A; [A;B]] + :::; (2.30)

here B = HI , A = H0 and � = it=~: By putting these values in above BCH identity
we get;

V = HI +
it

~
[H0; HI ]�

t2

~22!
[H0; [H0; HI ]] + :::; (2.31)
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After a little algebraic simpli�cation and using the rotating wave approximation, we

gets the interaction picture Hamiltonian given by;

V = ~�
�
�+ae

i�t + ��a
ye�i�t

�
: (2.32)

In above expression � denotes the atom-�eld frequency detuning i.e. � = !��. For
resonant interaction, � = 0 and the Hamiltonian reduces to;

VR = ~�
�
�+a+ ��a

y� : (2.33)

However for highly detuned systems i. e. � >> �, the Hamiltonian yields only virtual

transitions accompanied by phase modi�cations and is called dispersive Hamiltonian.

For the derivation of such a Hamiltonian, we start by considering a three-level ladder

atomic system with levels designated by j�1i, j�2i and j�3i ; respectively, with j�1i is
ground state or least energy state, j�3i is the excited state or highest energy state and
j�2i is intermediate level, and consider that the applied �eld is coupled dispersively
only with the j�2i () j�3i transition. Such an atom-�eld system may be expressed

by the Hamiltonian [158];

H =
~!23
2
(j�3i h�3j � j�2i h�2j) + ~�aya+ ~�

�
j�3i h�3j a� ay j�2i h�2j

�
; (2.34)

where !23 is the frequency corresponding to the energy levels j�2i and j�3i. If the
�eld contains n photons in the cavity then the basis of atom-�eld state corresponding

to the Hamiltonian above are j�3; n� 1i and j�2; ni. Absorption of one photon by the
atom in j�2; ni may change the atomic internal state to be excited j�3; n� 1i with
reduction of one photon in the cavity. Using these basis, the Hamiltonian in matrix

form can be written as;

H =

 
!23
2
+ � (n� 1) �

p
n

�
p
n �!23

2
+ �n

!
: (2.35)

In order the diagonalize the Hamiltonian, we have to �nd the eigenvalues from the

characteristic equation;

det (H � �I) = 0: (2.36)
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where I is identity matrix and � are the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian. Thus the

solution of the characteristic equation are;

�1 = ~
�
(n� 1) � + 1

2
!23

�
� ~
2
(
n ��); (2.37)

�2 = ~
�
n� � 1

2
!23

�
+
~
2
(
n ��); (2.38)

where 
n =
p
�2 + 4�2n and � = � � !23: Now in order to �nd eigenvectors corre-

sponding to these eigenvalues, we plug our eigenvalues back into;

H jEni = �n jEni : (2.39)

For 1st eigenvalue;

H jE1i = �1 jE1i ; (2.40)

Let;

E1 =

�
x

y

�
=

�
j�3; n� 1i
j�2; ni

�
; (2.41)

~

 
!23
2
+ � (n� 1) �

p
n

�
p
n �!23

2
+ �n

!�
x

y

�
= ~

�
(n� 1) � + 1

2
!23

�
� ~
2
(
n ��)

�
x

y

�
;

(2.42)

this gives;

(
n ��)x+ 2�
p
ny = 0; (2.43)

2�
p
nx+ (
n +�)y = 0: (2.44)

The nontrivial solutions of above two equations are x = 2�
p
n and y = �(
n ��).

This makes the 1st eigenvector jE1i as;

jE1i =
1q

(
n ��)2 + 4�2n

�
2�
p
n j�3; n� 1i � (
n ��) j�2; ni

	
: (2.45)

Similarly for 2nd eigen state corresponding to eigenvalue �2 we get;

jE2i =
1q

(
n ��)2 + 4�2n

�
(
n ��) j�3; n� 1i+ 2�

p
n j�2; ni

	
: (2.46)

De�ning;

sin �n = (
n ��)=
q
(
n ��)2 + 4�2n; (2.47)
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and

cos �n = (2�
p
n)=

q
(
n ��)2 + 4�2n; (2.48)

we can write the above mentioned eigen states Eq. (2.45) and Eq. (2.46)as;

jE1i = cos �n j�3; n� 1i � sin �n j�2; ni ; (2.49)

jE2i = sin �n j�3; n� 1i+ cos �n j�2; ni : (2.50)

Assuming large detuning compare to the coupling constant �
p
n i.e. � >> 2�

p
n

or 4�2n=�2 << 1. Thus under large detuning limit, sin �n ' 0, cos �n ' 1; and

the eigenvectors reduces to jE1i ' j�3; n� 1i and jE2i ' j�2; ni with corresponding
eigenvalues;

�1 ' ~
�
(n� 1) � + 1

2
!23

�
� ~�

2n

�
; (2.51)

�2 ' ~
�
n� � 1

2
!23

�
+
~�2n
�

: (2.52)

It shows that there is no change in photon number in the �eld but the state j�2; ni
having unperturbed energy ~ (n� � !23=2) experience a energy shift;

~��3 =
~�2n
�

: (2.53)

It shows that energy shift is proportional to the number of signal photons and the shift

is not accompanied by the absorption of photons. Therefore the e¤ective Hamiltonian

for the dispersive atom �eld interaction becomes;

Heff =
~�2

�

�
aay j�3i h�3j � aya j�2i h�2j

�
: (2.54)

This e¤ective Hamiltonian introduce a phase shift proportional to �n = �2n=� in

level j�2i ; where n is the eigenvalue of the signal operator aya and is the number of
photons interacting with the atoms dispersively.

2.3 Cavity QED Based Bragg Di¤raction of Atoms

The phenomenon of the Mechanical action or pressure of light that it exert on the

material bodies is well investigated and well understood both theoretically and ex-

perimentally [159]. In this regard, Kapitza and Dirac [160] have demonstrated the

re�ection of electrons from standing wave electromagnetic �eld. Theoretical explo-
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ration in 70�s explicitly demonstrated the capability of a laser beam to appreciably

de�ect the atom [161, 162]. Soon afterword, Bernhardt et. al. [163, 164] furnished

concrete theoretical toolings for the momentum exchange accompanied by atom-�eld

interactions. The phenomenon of momentum transfer as well as the light induced

forces on atoms are mainly contributed by two vital factors. The �rst factor called

Spontaneous Emission Force, elaborates that during a spontaneous emission event,

the atom receives a momentum recoil in random direction and hence the atomic

momentum gets modi�ed along the cavity axis within the bound �~k to ~k [165],
with k being the wave vector of the �eld by the spontaneous emission. The second

contribution comes from the Dipole Force and is a consequence of the absorption

accompanied by the stimulated emission of a photon [159]. Under this scenario, the

atomic momentum is always changed along the cavity axis in the multiples of 2~k.
When we compare these two competing process, it is easy to note that for large atomic

transition times or for high atom-cavity couplings, the spontaneous emission becomes

feeble and the dominant contribution to momentum exchange between atoms and the

cavity therefore comes from the dipole force.

The di¤raction of atoms through its interaction with cavity �eld is further sub-

divided into two major categories or regimes. The domain with comparatively short

interaction time is known as Raman-Nath regime. Correspondingly under Raman-

Nath regime, the recoil energy is su¢ ciently smaller than the energy linked with the

Rabi frequency [166, 167]. However, for the counterpart Bragg regime [135, 136,

141, 142, 168-170], the interaction time is taken much larger and the recoil energy is

therefore very high in comparison with the energy associated with the Rabi frequency

[163, 164, 171]. Since here we intend to explore the Bragg�s regime therefore we limit

our excursion to the mathematical description of atom-�eld Bragg di¤raction only.

We can say that under the Bragg�s di¤raction [172, 173] a quantummechanical system

is coherently transformed from one momentum state to some other of equal-energy

due to the interference phenomenon in a periodic interaction. This kind of di¤raction

is observed when wavelength of quantum system is approximately very close to the

periodicity of interaction.

In 1928 W. H. Bragg and his son W. L. Bragg look it as a constructive interfer-

ence phenomenon for X-rays re�ected from the periodic structures of lattices. Bragg

noted that excessively strong re�ectivity appear only when the angle of re�ection �

ful�l the mathematical condition;

2d sin � = n�; (2.55)
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where d stands for the inter-planner separation and � denotes the wavelength of the

X-rays. As mentioned earlier, in atom optics, the atoms are di¤racted from the

crystals of light framed through standing wave pattern. Thus the role of light and

matter are duly interchanged in atom optics scenario. Theoretical descriptions of the

Atomic Bragg Di¤raction (ABD) was furnished by Bernhardt et. al. [163, 164] and

was duly veri�ed experimentally soon afterwards [168, 174-177]. Such experimental

demonstrations carried out even up to the 8th order, were mostly based on classical

lasers. However, ABD with the quantized electromagnetic �elds was also success-

fully established experimentally at about the same time [178, 179]. In this regard,

ABD utilizing a beam of sodium atoms was demonstrated in 1988 by Martin et.

al. [174]. They noted that the ratio between the transmitted and di¤racted atomic

beam strongly depends upon the intensity of the light �eld, a characteristic already

suggested theoretically. It was further recorded that the phenomenon exhibits an os-

cillatory behaviour known as Pendellosung oscillations. This experimentally observed

oscillatory behaviour therefore guarantees that any ratio between 0 and 1 can be se-

lected as per requirement. Since this ABD based wave packet splitting is coherent

therefore atomic mirrors, atomic beam splitters and even atomic interferometers can

easily be engineered through Bragg Di¤raction [168, 180-183]. The phenomenon of

ABD is a multiphoton, energy/momenta concerning phenomenon much alike to Ra-

man scattering. Therefore, after interaction, the atoms come out of the interaction

region with the same initial kinetic energy and same conserved momentum ampli-

tude but with de�ected direction of motion. Now the Large enough uncertainty in

interaction time �t implies a very small energy uncertainty �E �= ~=�t, so that
an atom with initial momentum j~k gets practically bounded within the adjacent
equi-energy momenta states �j~k and j~k i. e. having same momentum amplitudes.
This small allowed energy uncertainty �E therefore restrict the atomic population

from moving to other momenta states corresponding to di¤erent energies. Now as the

energy di¤erence in the vicinity of the selected state is of the order of ~!r, therefore
Bragg regime always follows the condition ~!r > 1; where !r = ~k2=2M is known

as the photon�s recoil frequency. Thus we note that conservation of both energy and

momentum, taken collectively yields the condition Q? = n~k for the di¤raction. This
condition can equally be understood the interference of de Broglie wave. In ABD,

the constructive interference of de Broglie waves will occur only when the incidence

angle �n of the atomic momenta wave packets impinging over the standing wave elec-

tromagnetic lattice exactly matches the nth order of the Bragg scattering angles �n
thus satis�es the Bragg�s condition � sin �n = n�dB. Here � is the wavelength of the
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electromagnetic �eld and �dB designates the de Broglie wavelength of the moving

atom. Furthermore, keeping the conservation of momentum in view, we noted that

the momentum transfer always happens in the discrete initial values of the atomic

momentum along k vector of the cavity �eld. We further noted that under ABD,

the atom-�eld interaction only reverse the direction of the atomic momentum while

its amplitude stays strictly conserved i.e. momentum changes from j~k to �j~k.
Thus both energy and momentum remains thoroughly conserved in Bragg di¤rac-

tion. Therefore if Qin = j0~k=2 marks the initial momentum, then conservation of
atomic momentum explicitly suggests that;

Qout = Qin + j~k; (2.56)

Here order of Bragg di¤raction is denoted by the even integer j0 [135, 136, 141, 142]

and Qout stands for the outgoing atomic momentum after j interactions with the �eld

inside the cavity. It is also trivial to see that conservation of energy in the present

case implies that;
jQinj2

2M
=
jQoutj2

2M
; (2.57)

with M being the mass of the atom. Now substituting the values of initial and �nal

momenta into above equation, one straight-forwardly gets the resonance expression

for Bragg regime, that comes to be;

j (j + j0)

2M
~2k2 = 0: (2.58)

This algebraic equation has two simple solutions, (i) j = 0, case applies to the un-

de�ected atomic beam and (ii) j = �j0, stands for the de�ected beam. One must
also keep in mind that the transverse atomic momentum along the cavity axis is

always treated quantum mechanically with the momentum spread �p being much

less than ~k i.e. �p < ~k; whereas the longitudinal momentum, being very large is
always considered classical under ABD scenario. Therefore, in short we may sum-

marize it by saying that Bragg Di¤raction though a multiphoton process, conserves

energy and split the atomic de Broglie wave packet coherently into two counter prop-

agating divided wave packets in momentum space as a consequence of the atom-�eld

interactions. Hence an atom having initial quantized transverse momentum state of

Qin = j0~k, with k being wave vector of the standing light �eld, leaves the interaction
region i.e. cavity in a superposition of initial and �nal momentum stateQout = �j0~k.
The amplitudes of such a superposition are de�ned mainly by the �eld strength and
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the interaction time. Since the order of ABD, that is j0; is always an even integer,

therefore 2j photons are exchanged between the atom-�eld system. Suppose that an

initially ground state two-level atom, with lower (upper) level designated by jgi (jei),
with transverse momentum jQ0i interacts with a Fock state cavity �eld jnAi. The
ansartz expressing such an atom-�eld interaction system at any arbitrary time t may

be written as [141, 142];

j	AF (t)i = e
�i
�

Q20
2M~�

�A
2

�
t

1X
j=�1

CQjnA;g (t) jnA; g;Qji+ C
Qj
(n�1)A;e

(t) j(n� 1)A ; e;Qji :

(2.59)

In above expression CQjnA;g(t)[C
Qj
(n�1)A;e(t)] stands for the probability amplitude marking

an atom in the lower state jgi [upper state jei] with transverse atomic momentum
Qj = Q0 + j~k retrieved after j number of atom-�eld interactions. It is clear that
j is always an even number because the momentum acquired by an atom due to

its interaction with the �eld corresponding to one Rabi cycle is either zero or 2}k:
Furthermore, the summation in the above expression highlights the accumulative

nature of the acquired atomic transverse momentum during the interactions. The

interaction picture Hamiltonian, describing the dynamics of such a atom-�eld system

with the two-level atom having quantized center-of-mass motion may be expressed as

follows;

HI =
Q2x
2M

+
}�A

2
�z + }� cos (kx) [�+b+ by��] : (2.60)

In driving above Hamiltonian, we have used dipole and rotating wave approximations.

HereM stands for the atomic mass, � denotes atom-�eld coupling constant and b(by)

are the �eld annihilation (creation) operators coupled with the respective atomic lad-

der operator �+(��). Further �z is the atomic inversion operator, �z = jei hej�jgi hgj
and� is the atom-�eld frequency detuning i.e. � = !��. Similarly Q̂x (x̂) stands for
momentum (position) operator connected with the centre of mass motion of the two-

level atom, here taken along x-axis. This is the usual atom optics Hamiltonian com-

monly employed to address the atomic Bragg di¤raction [135, 141, 142]. The most im-

portant terms here are Q2x=2M and }� cos (kx) [�+b+ by��] that mark the kinetic en-
ergy and the interaction, respectively. The interaction term }� cos (kx)

�
b�+ + b

y��
�

describes the coupling of atomic external momentum with the cavity �eld through

energy level-�eld state interaction. Therefore it has to take into account the spa-

tial distribution of the standing wave quantized �eld. Thus for the kth �eld mode,

the interaction part may be written as }�
�
� (x)�+ + ���

y (x)
�
=
p
2 with � (x) =�

bke
ik:x + b�ke

�ik:x� =p2 and �y (x) = �bykeik:x + by�ke�ik:x� =p2. Now assuming uni-
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form �eld amplitudes for counter propagating �elds forming standing wave inside

the cavity, we can take bk = b�k = b and byk = by�k = by. This assumption,

not far away from the reality, �nally yields us with the needed interaction term

}� cos (kx)
�
b�+ + b

y��
�
. Since half of the work presented in the thesis is concerned

with the ABD of two-level atoms, therefore, here the mathematical description of

Bragg regime atomic di¤raction is being elaborated at length to comprehend the sub-

ject matter easily. Schrödinger�s equation i.e. i~@ j	AF (t)i =@t = HI j	AF (t)i thus
yields;

i~

" 1X
j=�1

�
@

@t
CQjnA;g (t) jnA; g;Qji+

@

@t
C
Qj
(n�1)A;e

(t) j(n� 1)A ; e;Qji
�

�i
�
Q20
2M~

� �A

2

� 1X
j=�1

n
CQjnA;g (t) jnA; g;Qji+ C

Qj
(n�1)A;e

(t) j(n� 1)A ; e;Qji
o35

=

�
}�A

2
�z +

Q2x
2M

+ }� cos (kx)
�
�+b+ b

y��
��

�
1X

j=�1

n
CQjnA;g (t) jnA; g;Qji+ C

Qj
(n�1)A;e

(t) j(n� 1)A ; e;Qji
o
: (2.61)

Simplifying R.H.S. transforms to;

1X
j=�1

�
i~
�
@

@t
CQjnA;g (t) jnA; g;Qji+

@

@t
C
Qj
(n�1)A;e

(t) j(n� 1)A ; e;Qji
�

�i
�
Q20
2M~

� �A

2

�n
CQjnA;g (t) jnA; g;Qji+ C

Qj
(n�1)A;e

(t) j(n� 1)A ; e;Qji
o�

=
1X

j=�1

�
}�
2

n
C
Qj
(n�1)A;e

(t) j(n� 1)A ; e;Qji � CQjnA;g (t) jnA; g;Qji
o

+
~2k2

2M

n
CQjnA;g (t) jnA; g;Qji+ C

Qj
(n�1)A;e

(t) j(n� 1)A ; e;Qji
o

+ }� cos (kx)
n
CQjnA;g (t)

p
nA j(n� 1)A ; e;Qji+ C

Qj
(n�1)A;e

(t)
p
nA jnA; g;Qji

oi
:

(2.62)
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Similarly after operating cos(kx) and dividing both sides by i~ yields;

1X
j=�1

��
@

@t
CQjnA;g(t) jnA; g;Qji+

@

@t
C
Qj
(n�1)A;e(t) j(n� 1)A; e;Qji

�
�i
�
Q20
2M~

� �A

2

�n
CQjnA;g(t) jnA; g;Qji+ C

Qj
(n�1)A;e(t) j(n� 1)A; e;Qji

o�
= �i

1X
j=�1

�
�

2

n
C
Qj
(n�1)A;e(t) j(n� 1)A; e;Qji � C

Qj
nA;g

(t) jnA; g;Qji
o

+
~k2

2M

n
CQjnA;g(t) jnA; g;Qji+ C

Qj
(n�1)A;e(t) j(n� 1)A; e;Qji

o
+
�

2

�
CQj+1nA;g

(t)
p
nA j(n� 1)A; e;Qj+1i

+CQj�1nA;g
(t)
p
nA j(n� 1)A; e;Qj�1i+ CQj+1(n�1)A;e(t)

p
nA jnA; g;Qj+1i

+C
Qj�1
(n�1)A;e(t)

p
nA jnA; g;Qj�1i

oi
: (2.63)

Now rearranging after trivial algebraic Simpli�cation transforms the expression into;

1X
j=�1

�
@

@t
CQjnA;g (t) jnA; g;Qji+

@

@t
C
Qj
(n�1)A;e

(t) j(n� 1)A ; e;Qji
�

= �i
1X

j=�1

h
�AC

Qj
(n�1)A;e(t) j(n� 1)A; e;Qji

+

�
~k2

2M
� ~k

2
0

2M

�n
CQjnA;g (t) jnA; g;Qji+ C

Qj
(n�1)A;e

(t)

j(n� 1)A ; e;Qjig+
�
p
nA
2

�
CQj+1nA;g

(t) j(n� 1)A ; e;Qj+1i+ CQj�1nA;g
(t) j(n� 1)A; e;Qj�1i

+C
Qj+1
(n�1)A;e

(t) jnA; g;Qj+1i+ CQj�1(n�1)A;e
(t) jnA; g;Qj�1i

oi
: (2.64)
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It therefore gives;

1X
j=�1

�
@

@t
CQjnA;g (t) jnA; g;Qji+

@

@t
C
Qj
(n�1)A;e

(t) j(n� 1)A ; e;Qji
�

= �i
1X

j=�1

��
~k2

2M
� ~k

2
0

2M

�n
CQjnA;g (t) jnA; g;Qji+ C

Qj
(n�1)A;e (t) j(n� 1)A ; e;Qji

o
+�AC

Qj
(n�1)A;e(t) j(n� 1)A; e;Qji

i
� i�

p
nA
2

1X
j=�1

�
CQj+1nA;g

(t) j(n� 1)A; e;Qj+1i+ CQj�1nA;g
(t)

j(n� 1)A ; e;Qj�1i+ C
Qj+1
(n�1)A;e

(t) jnA; g;Qj+1i+ CQj�1(n�1)A;e
(t) jnA; g;Qj�1i

o
: (2.65)

Now when projected over jnA; g;Qji and j(n� 1)A; e;Qji while considering the sum-
mation over transverse atomic momenta, one simply gets the bellow expression for

the rate of the probability amplitudes of the di¤racted atom;

@

@t
CQjnA;g (t) = �i

��
j (j0 + j) ~k2

2M

�
CQjnA;g (t)

+
�
p
nA
2

�
C
Qj+1
(n�1)A;e

(t) + C
Qj�1
(n�1)A;e

(t)
��
; (2.66)

@

@t
C
Qj
(n�1)A;e

(t) = �i
��
j (j0 + j) ~k2

2M
+�A

�
C
Qj
(n�1)A;e

(t)

+
�
p
nA
2

�
CQj+1nA;g

(t) + CQj�1nA;g
(t)
��
: (2.67)

It is evident that the above two expressions actually mark an in�nite set of the

coupled di¤erential equations covering the dynamics under both the resonant and o¤-

resonant Bragg scattering. Now for the case of resonant interaction, atoms experiences

real excitation-deexcitation Rabi cycles, a scenario that may potentially lead to a

spontaneous emission event and thus subsequently destroying the coherence of the

di¤raction process. Now in order to avoid this apparent decoherence threat, we opt, in

general, for the o¤-resonant Bragg di¤raction. Now in order to turn the interactions

to the o¤-resonant case, one must take the detuning �A much larger than recoil

frequency !r = ~k2=2M i.e. �A >> !r [136, 141, 142]. Thus for the o¤-resonant
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condition under the condition �A >> !r, above expressions reduce to;

i
@

@t
CQjnA;g(t) =

��
j (j0 + j) ~k2

2M

�
CQjnA;g(t) +

�
p
nA
2

�
C
Qj+1
(n�1)A;e

(t) + C
Qj�1
(n�1)A;e

(t)
��
;

(2.68)

i
@

@t
C
Qj
(n�1)A;e

(t) =

�
�AC

Qj
(n�1)A;e

(t) +
�
p
nA
2

�
CQj+1nA;g

(t) + CQj�1nA;g
(t)
��
: (2.69)

Now above in�nite set of coupled di¤erential equations describing o¤-resonant valid

for any arbitrary di¤raction order ABD is j0, with j0 taken as an even integer. We

consider the simple most case i.e. �rst order Bragg di¤raction for which j0 = 2,

and signi�cant contributions to the di¤raction comes from the terms for which j

varies from 1 to �3 only. Since atom is initially considered to be in its respective

ground state jgi therefore equation (2.68) describe even number of interactions while
expression (2.69) is dedicated to the odd number of interactions with the cavity �eld

[163, 164]. Thus for the �rst-resonant Bragg di¤raction, we get;

for j = 1;

i
@

@t
CQ1(n�1)A;e

(t) =

�
�AC

Q1
(n�1)A;e

(t) +
�
p
nA
2

�
CQ2nA;g (t) + C

Q0
nA;g

(t)
��
; (2.70)

for j = 0;

i
@

@t
CQ0nA;g (t) =

�
�
p
nA
2

�
CQ1(n�1)A;e

(t) + C
Q�1
(n�1)A;e

(t)
��
; (2.71)

for j = �1;

i
@

@t
C
Q�1
(n�1)A;e

(t) =

�
�AC

Q�1
(n�1)A;e

(t) +
�
p
nA
2

�
CQ0nA;g (t) + C

Q�2
nA;g

(t)
��
; (2.72)

for j = �2;

i
@

@t
CQ�2nA;g

(t) =

�
�
p
nA
2

�
C
Q�1
(n�1)A;e

(t) + C
Q�3
(n�1)A;e

(t)
��
; (2.73)

for j = �3;

i
@

@t
C
Q�3
(n�1)A;e

(t) =

�
�AC

Q�3
(n�1)A;e

(t) +
�
p
nA
2

�
CQ�2nA;g

(t) + CQ�4nA;g
(t)
��
: (2.74)

Now adiabatic approximation needed to describe o¤-resonant Bragg di¤raction strin-

gently requires that the inequality �A > !r > �2nA=2 must be satis�ed in each

and every case. The adiabatic approximation along with large detuning, when ap-
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plied to the present case of an initially ground state atom, explicitly suggest that

@CQ1(n�1)A;e
(t) =@t = @C

Q�1
(n�1)A;e

(t) =@t = @C
Q�3
(n�1)A;e

(t) =@t = 0. Moreover, one can

equally ignore the probability amplitudes CQ2nA;g (t) and C
Q�4
nA;g

(t) as they yield negligi-

ble contributions to the atomic di¤raction under �rst order [141, 171, 176]. Applying

the adiabatic approximation and ignoring the afore mentioned amplitudes, one gets

the following two simpli�ed expression after a little algebraic substitution and re-

arrangements;

i
@

@t
CQ0nA;g (t) = �

�2nA
2�A

CQ0nA;g (t)�
�2nA
4�A

CQ�2nA;g
(t) ; (2.75)

i
@

@t
CQ�2nA;g

(t) = ��
2nA
2�A

CQ�2nA;g
(t)� �

2nA
4�A

CQ0nA;g (t) : (2.76)

Now these two simple coupled di¤erential equations can be easily solved through

many mathematical techniques. For example, using Laplace transforms, we get;

CQ0nA;g (t) = e
2i�NRnAt

�
CQ0nA;g (t = 0) cos (�NRnAt) + iC

Q�2
nA;g

(t = 0) sin (�NRnAt)
	
;

(2.77)

CQ�2nA;g
(t) = e2i�NRnAt

�
CQ�2nA;g

(t = 0) cos (�NRnAt) + iC
Q0
nA;g

(t = 0) sin (�NRnAt)
	
:

(2.78)

Here we have substituted �NR = �2=4�A for the sake of brevity. Using the initial

conditions of the problem at hand i.e. state vector at t = 0 with probability ampli-

tudes therefore CQ0nA;g(t = 0) = 1 and CQ�2nA;g
(t = 0) = 0, the above expressions are

further simpli�ed to;

CQ0nA;g (t) = e
2i�NRnAt cos (�NRnAt) ; (2.79)

CQ�2nA;g
(t) = ie2i�NRnAt sin (�NRnAt) : (2.80)

The above two expressions are the master equations that exhibit the potential of o¤-

resonant atomic Bragg di¤raction for engineering any need tool of the atom optics or

atom interferometry. In order to furnish a symmetric beam splitter, or in the language

of Quantum information a symmetric Hadamard transformation as described in Fig.

(2.1 a), the atom-�eld interaction should last precisely for t = �=4�NRnA; whereas

any asymmetric atomic beam splitter can be designed by selecting the approximate

an interaction parameter as well.

Similarly an atomic mirror or a Not gate, as described in Fig. (2.1 b), cor-

responds to the interaction time t = �=2�NRnA under �rst order o¤-resonant ABD.
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Figure 2.1: Sketch of (a) Atomic Beam Splitter, (b) Atomic Mirror, oper-
ating under Bragg Regime Cavity QED.

Same is the case for the resonant interactions in the Bragg regime cavity Quantum

electrodynamics.

Now with these state of the art tools at hand, we can proceed for the desired

quantum state engineering and manipulation, a task described in the forthcoming

chapters forming the core of the present monograph.
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Chapter 3

Quantum Coherence: Explorations
Through Quantum Erasers

Quantum coherence is a one of the most mysterious phenomenon lying at the core of

the quantum theory. Therefore, the phenomena though strange and counterintuitive,

opens a potential vista for the explorations of the foundational issues in the quantum

theory. These issues, including nonlocality, complementarity, information, entropy,

measurement, state vector collapse and the conception of time in the quantum theory

seem to be intricately connected but the hidden links are still not fully understood and

need further indepth investigations. Keeping vitality of the subject matter in mind,

we, in present chapter, study the coherence e¤ects via cavity QED based Delayed

Choice Quantum Erasers (DCQE). In order to demonstrate the conceptual meaning

of the Quantum Eraser (QE) and its delayed-choice version, we consider a quantum

system in simple superposition state;

j	S(0)i =
1p
2
(j0si+ j1si) : (3.1)

This system, being in pure coherent superposition, is capable of exhibiting

interference under certain speci�cally selected experimental scenario. However, prior

to due interference recording, we assume that system interact with any meter or

tagging ancilla. We further assume that the tagging system is initially in the state

j	T (0)i = j0T i. The initial composite state of system-meter may be symbolically
expressed as;

j	Si 
 j	T i =
1p
2
(j0si+ j1si)
 j0T i ; (3.2)
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and after the interaction it goes to;

j	ST i =
1p
2
(j0s; 0T i+ j1s; 1T i): (3.3)

Here we have taken ancilla to be a two-dimensional quantum entity like our quantum

system. From expression (3.3), we see that due to tagging with ancilla, the system

has evidently lost its capability to yield interference fringes along with all e¤ects

bearing the signature of the original coherent superposition. The vital question here

is: can we recover back the lost interference or the original coherence of the system�s

superposition state? Strangely enough, it was shown to be possible [72]. The lost

coherence along with interference can be retrieved back by measuring the tagging

qubit in obliquely rotated basis i. e. jM+i = cos(�) j0T i + sin(�) j1T i and jM�i =
sin(�) j0T i � cos(�) j1T i with � being the arbitrary angle for the basis rotation. The
state (3.3), under these transformations, yields;

j	ST i =
1p
2
f(cos(�) j0si+ sin(�) j1si)
 j0T i+ (sin(�) j0si � cos(�) j1si)
 j1T ig :

(3.4)

Here we see that system is again no more coupled to the tagged qubit. Now for

� = �=4; the above expression transforms to;

j	ST i =
1p
2

�
1p
2
(j0si+ j1si)
 j0T i+

1p
2
(j0si � j1si)
 j1T i

�
: (3.5)

Here the �rst term, when tagged qubit is detected in j0T i ; corresponds to the orig-
inal system�s state fully retrieved back and can furnish interference fringes whereas

the second term with meter state detected in j1T i ; is linked with the antifringes.
There is another, even more mysterious feature, attached to this apparently sim-

ple mathematics. We can equally remove the meter�s coupling much later than due

recording of the system�s data linked with the interference fringes furnished by the

system. This apparently implies a totally nonclassical, counterintuitive back-in-time

action and raises questions about the nature of time in the quantum theory. Wheeler

termed this incomprehensively strange phenomena as the delayed-choice experiment

[95]. Furthermore, in our present schematics, we have �rst time demonstrated the

most peculiar phenomenon of delayed-choice recovery as well as the tunability of the

interference fringes by employing rotation of meter�s basis through any arbitrary angle

� as depicted in expression (3.4).

The present chapter is based on two research articles [184, 185] and elaborates
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the correlations among various issues cited above, speci�cally the conceptual connec-

tivity of the time, measurement, state vector collapse, information and the coherence

through delayed choice quantum erasers. We have shown that through presented

DCQE we can not only recover back the lost interference fringes but can equally tune

their respective path distinguishability/ fringe visibility in delayed manner, much

later than their due recording in the past. The results seem to demonstrate that

quantum theory favours a time conception corresponding to the block universe [186]

with apparently no preference for the past, present and the future. In second theme

discussed in the present chapter i.e. delayed-choice doubly tagged Quantum Eraser,

we have explicitly demonstrated that the information gained through measurement is

deeply connected with the quantum coherence suggesting that idea of coherence lies

beyond our classical conception of the space-time.

3.1 Delayed-Choice, Tunable Quantum Eraser: A
Cavity QED based Implementation

As stated earlier in the introductory part the Quantum Eraser deals with the retrieval

of the interference fringes and coherence that is understandably lost due to tagging or

coupling of the system�s superposition with any extra qubit belonging to some ancilla.

This tagging may happen through diverse ways including the environmental couplings

etc. but present chapter is, however, based on much simpler, easy to implement

Ramsey interferometer [187]. The delayed-choice Ramsey fringe tunability is gauged

through fringe visibility/path distinguishability de�ned by what is now commonly

termed as Englert-Greenberger duality relations [124, 125].

3.1.1 Atomic Coherent Superposition: Generation and Tag-
ging with the Cavity Field.

Consider a three-level atomic system in ladder con�guration with levels designated

by jl1i, jl2i and jl3i ; respectively. Such an atomic system is initially prepared into a

coherent superposition of the ground and �rst excited state i.e. (jl1i+ jl2i) =
p
2; as

described by Fig. (3.1).

Such a superposition, quite capable of exhibiting interference in an appropriate

Ramsey interferometric setup, can be engineered, for example by subjecting the atom

to classical laser �eld, resonant with transition jl1i �! jl2i, for a time corresponding
to �=2 Rabi pulse [152]. Now we want to tag or couple this coherent atomic super-

position with a cavity �eld superposition i.e. (j0ci+ j1ci) =
p
2. This can be done by
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Figure 3.1: Three level ladder atomic system prepaired in superposition of
the lower two levels.

Figure 3.2: Sketch describing the procedure for tagging of three level atomic
system with the cavity.

employing a controlled phase gate based on o¤-resonant dispersive interactions of the

atom with the cavity �eld [188]. We assume that the transition jl1i $ jl2i is decou-
pled from the cavity �eld whereas the transition jl2i $ jl3i only interacts dispersively
with the �eld as shown in Fig. (3.2).

The initial state of the atom-�eld system, therefore, may be written as;

j	AF (t = 0)i =
1

2
(jl1; 0ci+ jl1; 1ci+ jl2; 0ci+ jl2; 1ci) : (3.6)

The unitary evolution of such an o¤-resonant atom-�eld system is described by the

governing Hamiltonian, written under the dipole and rotating wave approximations
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along with the assumption of large detuning and is given by [152, 158];

H =
~�2

�

�
âây jl3i hl3j � âyâ jl2i hl2j

�
; (3.7)

where � is the coupling coe¢ cient and � stands for the atom-�eld detuning large

enough compared to �. Field ladder operators ây and â describe the dynamics of the

�eld inside the cavity. Let us assume that state vector after an interaction lasting for

arbitrary time `t�, is given by;

j	(t)i = Cl1;0c(t) jl1; 0ci+ Cl1;1c(t) jl1; 1ci+ Cl2;0c(t) jl2; 0ci+ Cl2;1c(t) jl2; 1ci
+Cl3;0c(t) jl3; 0ci+ Cl3;1c(t) jl3; 1ci+ Cl2;2c(t) jl2; 2ci : (3.8)

Schrodinger�s equation i.e. i~@ j	(t)i =@t = H j	(t)i ; implies;

i~
@ j	(t)i
@t

= i~
h
_Cl1;0c(t) jl1; 0ci+ _Cl1;1c(t) jl1; 1ci+ _Cl2;0c(t) jl2; 0ci+ _Cl2;1c(t) jl2; 1ci

+ _Cl3;0c(t) jl3; 0ci+ _Cl3;1c(t) jl3; 1ci+ _Cl2;2c(t) jl2; 2ci
i
: (3.9)

H j	(t)i = ~�2

�

�
âây jl3i hl3j � âyâ jl2i hl2j

�
j	(t)i : (3.10)

H j	(t)i =
~�2

�

�
âây jl3i hl3j � âyâ jl2i hl2j

�
(Cl1;0c(t) jl1; 0ci+ Cl1;1c(t) jl1; 1ci

+Cl2;0c(t) jl2; 0ci+ Cl2;1c(t) jl2; 1ci
+Cl3;0c(t) jl3; 0ci+ Cl3;1c(t) jl3; 1ci+ Cl2;2c(t) jl2; 2ci] : (3.11)

Simpli�cation of the Schrodinger�s equation i.e. i~@ j	(t)i =@t = H j	(t)i ; yields
following rate of change equation for the probability amplitudes;

_Cl1;0c(t) = _Cl1;1c(t) = _Cl2;0c(t) = 0; (3.12)

and,

_Cl2;1c(t) =
i�2

�
Cl2;1c(t); (3.13)

_Cl3;0c(t) = �
i�2

�
Cl3;0c(t); (3.14)

_Cl3;1c(t) = �
2i�2

�
Cl3;1c(t); (3.15)
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_Cl2;2c(t) =
2i�2

�
Cl2;2c(t): (3.16)

Now using initial condition given through initial state vector Eq.(3.6) we get the

following expressions for the corresponding probability amplitudes;

Cl1;0c(t) = Cl1;1c(t) = Cl2;0c(t) =
1

2
; (3.17)

Cl2;1c(t) =
1

2
ei�

2t=�; (3.18)

Cl3;0c(t) = Cl3;1c(t) = Cl2;2c(t) = 0; (3.19)

Substituting these values, leads to the state;

j	AF (t)i =
1

2

�
jl1; 0ci+ jl1; 1ci+ jl2; 0ci+ ei�

2t=� jl2; 1ci
�
: (3.20)

This state, for an interaction time t = ��=�2, transforms to;����	AF (t = ��

�2
)

�
=
1

2
(jl1; 0ci+ jl1; 1ci+ jl2; 0ci � jl2; 1ci) : (3.21)

Next, the atom passes through a classical Ramsey �eld for an interaction time cor-

responding to symmetric Hadamard transforms i.e. jl1i ! (jl1i+ jl2i) =
p
2 and

jl2i ! (jl1i � jl2i) =
p
2. Applying these transformation;

��	TAF� =
1

2
f
�
1p
2
j0ci (jl1i+ jl2i) +

1p
2
j1ci (jl1i+ jl2i)

+
1p
2
j0ci (jl1i � jl2i)�

1p
2
j1ci (jl1i � jl2i)

�
: (3.22)

A bit of trivial mathematical simpli�cations �nally yields the tagged state as;

��	TAF� = 1p
2
(j0c; l1i+ j1c; l2i) : (3.23)

Here we see that the original coherent atomic superposition is now coupled with the

cavity �eld state in the form of entangled Bell�s state with the cavity �eld serving as

the tagging qubit.

3.1.2 Erasing Procedure

We noted from the above given expression in Eq. (3.23) that the initial coherence

of the state (jl1i+ jl2i) =
p
2 and the related accessibility of the Ramsey interference
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Figure 3.3: Sketch showing tunable delayed-choice erasing procedure.

pattern is now lost due to its tagging or entanglement with the cavity �eld. The

question is: can we remove the tag carrying which-path information and Ramsey

fringes be retrieved or restored? The concept of the Quantum Eraser suggests that

we can recover the lost coherence along with the interference pattern by erasing the

information carried by the tagging cavity �eld. The strangest feature is that these lost

fringes can not only be recovered but also be tuned by adjusting path distinguisha-

bility/fringe visibility much later than their due recording through delayed-choice,

asymmetric Quantum Eraser. The schematics for such an eraser procedure is de-

picted in Fig. (3.3) and for this purpose, we take an auxiliary two-level atom, with

ground and excited state represented by jgi and jei, respectively. This atom, initially
in its ground state jgi, interacts resonantly with the cavity �eld. Such a situation is
described by the fully quantized interaction picture Hamiltonian [152];

_ = ~�eg
�
b jei hgj+ by jgi hej

�
; (3.24)

where �eg = �ge :̂�k:"=~; is the coupling coe¢ cient and b (by) is the �eld annihilation
(creation) operator linked with the resonant transition jgi ! jei of the auxiliary atom.
The initial state of the atom-�eld system is

��	EAF (t = 0)� = (j0c; l1i+ j1c; l2i) =p2

jgi. Now the ansartz corresponding to an arbitrary interaction time �t� may be
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expressed as;

j	(t)i = CA0c;g(t) j0c; g; Ai+ C
B
1c;g(t) j1c; g; Bi+ C

B
0c;e(t) j0c; e; Bi ; (3.25)

where jAi = (jl1i+ jl2i) =
p
2 and jBi = (jl1i � jl2i) =

p
2 with the given initial condi-

tions, CA0c;g(t = 0) = C
B
1c;g(t = 0) = 1=

p
2; CB0c;e(t = 0) = 0. Using Hamiltonian (3.24)

and the ansartz expressed through Eq. (3.25), the Schrodinger�s equation yields the

following set of di¤erential equations, coupled or otherwise;

_CA0c;g(t) = 0; (3.26)

_CB1c;g(t) = �i�egC
B
0c;e(t); (3.27)

_CB0c;e(t) = �i�egC
B
1c;g(t): (3.28)

Solution under the above mentioned initial conditions along with the back substituting

values of jAi and jBi ; furnish us with the following �nal state vector;

��	EAF (t)� = 1p
2

�
j0c; g; l1i+ cos(�egt) j1c; g; l2i � i sin(�egt) j0c; e; l2i

�
: (3.29)

Since auxiliary atom was sent to swap the cavity information, so we adjust interaction

time to be equal to t = �=2�eg. Thus, for this interaction time, cavity information

is e¤ectively transferred to the auxiliary atom while leaving the cavity into vacuum

state j0ci, subsequently traced out the resulting expression that comes to be;

��	EAF (t)� = 1p
2
(jg; l1i � i je; l2i) : (3.30)

Thus, at this stage, we note that auxiliary two-level atom is now coupled or entangled

with the three-level ladder atomic system engineered to exhibit Ramsey fringes out

of already recorded data after due performance of the delayed-choice eraser. Next,

for the aforementioned tuneable, delayed-choice eraser, we pass the auxiliary atom

through a classical Ramsey �eld for a predecided, speci�cally selected time tR. Such

an interaction is governed by the Hamiltonian, written under the dipole and rotating

wave approximation [152];

H = (~
R=2)
�
e�i� jei hgj+ ei� jgi hej

�
; (3.31)
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where, 
R = j}gej "=~ is the e¤ective Rabi frequency with }ge = q hej bx jgi being dipole
matrix element and � denoting the phase of such a dipole matrix. The assumed state

vector for such interaction may be written as;

j	(t)i = Cg;l1(t) jg; l1i+ Ce;l1(t) je; l1i+ Cg;l2(t) jg; l2i+ Ce;l2(t) je; l2i : (3.32)

The initial state with conditions Cg;l1(t = 0) = 1=
p
2; Ce;l2(t = 0) = �i=

p
2 and

Ce;l1(t = 0) = Cg;l2(t = 0) = 0 is given by;��	EAF (tR = 0)� = (jg; l1i � i je; l2i) =p2: (3.33)

The Schrodinger�s equation gives the following coupled di¤erential equations;

_Cg;l1(t) = �i

R
2
ei�Ce;l1(t); (3.34)

_Ce;l1(t) = �i

R
2
e�i�Cg;l1(t); (3.35)

_Cg;l2(t) = �i

R
2
ei�Ce;l2(t); (3.36)

_Ce;l2(t) = �i

R
2
e�i�Cg;l2(t): (3.37)

Solution of these coupled di¤erential equations using above initial conditions give the

following solutions for the probability amplitudes;

Cg;l1(t) =
1p
2
cos(


RtR
2
); (3.38)

Ce;l1(t) =
�ip
2
e�i� sin(


RtR
2
); (3.39)

Cg;l2(t) =
�1p
2
ei� sin(


RtR
2
); (3.40)

Ce;l2(t) =
�ip
2
cos(


RtR
2
): (3.41)
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substituting these values in Eq. (3.32) and after a little algebraic simpli�cation, we

get the �nal state corresponding to an interaction time tR with the Ramsey �eld;

��	EAF (tR)� = 1p
2

��
cos(


RtR
2
) jl1i � ei� sin(


RtR
2
) jl2i

�

 jgi

�e�i�
�
sin(


RtR
2
) jl1i+ ei� cos(


RtR
2
) jl2i

�

 jei

�
: (3.42)

This completes the delayed-choice erasing procedure.

3.1.3 Delayed-Choice Adjustability for the Path Distinguisha-
bility and Fringe Visibility

From expression (3.42) above, we notice that coherence of the atomic superposition

and its ability to exhibit Ramsey fringes has been recovered or retrieved back, in

the form of fringe and antifringe pattern, after performing delayed-choice eraser i.e.,

when data has already been registered much earlier. Astonishingly, the interference is

not only retrieved but its path distinguishability and fringe visibility can equally be

adjusted or tuned in through a delayed-choice decision by post-selecting the interac-

tion time tR of the auxiliary atom with Ramsey �eld. The path distinguishability D

and fringe visibility V for the general state j	totali = CA j	Ai+ CB j	Bi are de�ned
as D = jPA � PBj and V = Imax � Imin=Imax + Imin. Here PA and PB stand for the
probabilities corresponding to the respective amplitudes CA and CB. Further it is

trivial to note PA = jCAj2 = jCAj2 + jCBj2 and PB = jCBj2 = jCAj2 + jCBj2. Also one
knows that that Imax� jjCAj+ jCAjj2 and Imin� jjCAj � jCAjj2. A little simpli�cation
thus furnish us with the desired expressions for path distinguishability D and fringe

visibility V as follows [124, 125];

D =
jCAj2 � jCBj2

jCAj2 + jCBj2
; (3.43)

and

V =
2 jCAC�Bj
jCAj2 + jCBj2

(3.44)

For our derived expression i.e. Eq. (3.42), path distinguishability �D� and fringe

visibility �V �, after substituting the appropriate values, come out to be;

D =
���jcos (
RtR=2)j2 � ���e�i� sin (
RtR=2)��2��� ; (3.45)
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Figure 3.4: Distinguishability (D) and the fringe visibility (V ) is plotted
verses interaction parameter.

V = 2
���ei� cos (
RtR=2) sin (
RtR=2)�� : (3.46)

and are plotted versus Ramsey interaction time tR in Fig. (3.4).

These results of the delayed-choice adjustable Quantum Eraser are highly

counterintuitive and subject our conception of classical time in total contrast with

how the quantum world behaves temporarily as discussed in next section.

3.1.4 Experimental Feasibility and Conclusions

We have proposed the idea of a DCQE with adjustable path distinguishability and

fringe visibility. The proposal utilizes state of the art cavity QED tools [189] and

the option for tuneability invoked here nicely unveil all the eminent and mystifying

traits of the quantum theory. High-Q cavities with lifetimes in the range of seconds

are now available in optical regime [148, 149] and therefore cavity decay is no more

a stringent constraint. In this context, Haroche�s group has recently demonstrated

the feasibility of consecutive interactions of a stream of thousands of atoms with

the cavity �eld prior to the initiation of any appreciable decoherence related to the

cavity decay [151]. Thus the experimental implementation of the proposal seems

straightforward under prevailing cavity QED research scenario. However, there are

few factors including coupling dispersion, optical �eld delays, cavity anisotropies and

random atomic velocities taken out of a velocity distribution pro�le that may hamper

the �gures of merit i.e. success probability and �delity of the schematics in an additive

manner. All of these imprecisions can be operationally integrated into interaction time

errors with the predominant part being played by chaotic atomic velocity dispersions

around an average value.
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From expression (3.29), we note that success probability of erasing procedure

solely depends upon the resonant interactions of the auxiliary atom with the cavity

�eld employed for the quantum information swapping. Such an expression for suc-

cess probability comes out to be Psuccess = 1 � (1=2) sin2(�eg�t), with �t being the
resonant interaction time error.

Fidelity of the erasing mechanism, de�ned by F = jh	Idealj j	Expij2, with
j	ideali designates the perfect state in mathematical sense having no experimentally
induced errors whatsoever, whereas j	Expi stand for the experimentally realizable
state having interaction time errors both in cavity �eld resonant interaction (�t) as

well as semiclassical Ramsey interaction (�tR) : However, in present case �delity de-

pends additively upon the resonant interactions and the interactions with the Ramsey

classical �eld as well as the phase errors in the atomic dipole matrix �. Normalized

�delity depending upon errors in aforementioned parameters is given by the expres-

sion;

F =

����e�i�� sin�
RtR2
��
sin

�

RtR
2

�
cos

�

R�tR
2

�
+ cos

�

RtR
2

�
sin

�

R�tR
2

��
+cos

�
�eg�t

�
cos

�

RtR
2

��
cos

�

RtR
2

�
cos

�

R�tR
2

�
� sin

�

RtR
2

�
sin

�

R�tR
2

������2 : (3.47)

This �delity expression, for tR = �=2
R; has been simulated for a thousand runs of

the experiment while keeping errors ��; and �tR as bounded random variables in

the range of fraction of a millionth in respective units and the resultant occurrence

frequencies of the �delity are depicted in Fig. (3.5) for various upper bounded random

interaction time errors.

The �delity, as shown in the �gure attains the ideal value of unity when in-

teraction time errors are limited to the range 0:1 � 10�6 sec. It is worth noting here
that interaction time errors are, however, more irksome while working with thermal

atomic beams. For example, Haroche group, in their experiments, has utilized veloc-

ity selected atomic beam with a velocity spread bounded by �v = �2 m=s for an
average atomic velocity of about 503 m=s [190]. This, in general, corresponds to an

interaction time error in the range of 10�7 seconds, a small value in itself, but accumu-

lative nature of such errors over number of interactions can make the scenario much

worse for the �gures of merit. The problem can be e¢ ciently coped with through

the utilization of cold atom samples. Such cold atoms, drawn from a magneto-optical
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Figure 3.5: The occurrence frequency of the various �delity values for 1000
simulated runs of the experiment. Here all the interaction time errors are
taken randomly from a normal distribution in the velocity spread.

trap, yield an almost monochromatic atomic beam with negligible velocity spread

resulting into near ideal success probability and the �delity [75, 170, 191].

Brie�y speaking such a DCQE, as proposed here, highlights all the counterin-

tuitive features of the quantum theory in a prominent way and may serve as a test for

any interpretation of the theory whatsoever. As an example, we conclude the section

by brie�y mentioning the following salient features of the DCQE in this regard;

1. There is no experimental di¤erence in real time and delayed-choice eraser and

the corresponding fringe retrieval along with tuneability implying that concept

of time is contrastly di¤erent while dealing with classical and quantum scenarios,

2. In quantum theory, one must not talk of any result, e.g. which path the quantum

entity followed, in concrete terms unless an actual measurement is performed.

Similarly it also hints out that state reduction should be better treated as a

mental process concerning information rather than a physical process [78],

3. Recently, a lot of work including no-go theorems and their subsequent experi-

mental demonstrations have been carried out suggesting the ontological nature

of the state vector or wave function [79-81]. However, when such a conjectured

reality of the wave function is matched with the DCQE results, it point out
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that the proposed reality of the wave function is not �something existing out in

the universe having classical attributes�and rather the state vector still carries

all the characteristics of the quantum theory including retrocausality and the

nonlocality. These ontological results therefore only marginally rule out the

	-epistemic models and shed little further light on the prominent foundational

issues.

3.2 Doubly Tagged Delayed Choice, Tunable Quan-
tum Eraser

As discussed earlier Quantum Eraser (QE) is a peculiar demonstration of the strange-

ness of the entangled states [72] and profoundly exhibits all the counterintuitive traits

of the quantum theory [78]. Its delayed choice version speci�cally highlights the links

among information, entropy, state vector reduction and the conception of the time

in the quantum theory [64, 95-100]. Furthermore, the phenomenon also serves as an

envisionable criterion for the interpretation of the wave function as suggested by the

recent proposals of 	-ontic (-epistemic) models [79-81]. The evident importance of

the phenomenon of the Quantum Eraser has therefore rightly triggered a plethora of

the hectic research activity, both theoretical as well as the experimental concerning

the subject with meanings, implications and the implementations debated at length

[77, 82-94]. Moreover, through delayed-choice QE the back in time quantum manipu-

lation of the recorded fringes raises many questions about the fundamental foundation

issues of the quantum theory e.g., the link among information, entropy, coherence,

measurement and meaning of time as well as the nature of the wave function describ-

ing the dynamical reality of a quantum phenomenon. Keeping this vitality in view,

in the �rst part of this chapter based on our published work [184], a delayed-choice,

tunable, single qubit tagged Quantum Eraser under cavity QED scenario and have

shown the tunability of the interference fringes from zero to maximum visibility. The

results obtained there nicely elaborated various quantum foundational issues afore-

mentioned above but the question of tunability bounds was left open there. Now, in

order to explicitly demonstrate such a limit and its connectivity with the coherence as

well as with the information gained through measurement, we hereby propose a cavity

QED based delayed-choice, tunable, doubly tagged Quantum Eraser with the option

of fringe adjustability through unitary manipulations of both the tagged qubits. In

present case, we have taken both the tagging qubits as cavity Fock �elds, initially

bonded into the Bell state i.e., (j0A; 0Bi+ j1A; 1Bi) =
p
2. This entangled state is then
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Figure 3.6: Sketch describing the procedure for tagging of three level atomic
system with two cavities.

tagged to an atomic superposition of a three-level ladder system, initially prepared

in the coherent superposition of lower two levels l1 and l2 via dispersive interactions

of the transition l2  ! l3 with either of the cavity �elds.

3.2.1 Tagging the Atomic Superposition with Entangled Cav-
ity Fields

As it is stated above, we initially take the two cavity �elds in a entangled state

(j0A; 0Bi+ j1A; 1Bi) =
p
2 and couple this state with the superposition of the lower

atomic transition (jl1i+ jl2i) =
p
2 of a three-level ladder atomic system [158]. This

can be simply done by passing the atom through either of the cavity, say cavity-B.

We assume that the atomic transition jl1i  ! jl2i is decoupled from the cavity �eld

whereas the upper level transition jl2i  ! jl3i only interacts dispersively with the
cavity �eld as shown in Fig. (3.6).

Since the mathematical treatment of the present proposal is much similar to

the previous section with utilization of the same tools and techniques, therefore we
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omit the lengthy but otherwise quite trivial details here for the sake of brevity and

emphasize on the fundamental results only. Now the atom-�eld dynamics in present

situation is governed by the Hamiltonian as in (Eq. 3.7) [152, 158];

Ĥ =
~�2

�

�
âây jl3i hl3j � âyâ jl2i hl2j

�
: (3.48)

Now the atom-�eld initial state vector may be expressed as;

j	AF (t = 0)i =
1

2
(j0A; 0B; l1i+ j1A; 1B; l1i+ j0A; 0B; l2i+ j1A; 1B; l2i) : (3.49)

The o¤-resonant interactions of the transition jl2i  ! jl3i with the cavity �eld for
an arbitrary time t leads to the state;

j	AF (t)i =
1

2

�
j0A; 0B; l1i+ j1A; 1B; l1i+ j0A; 0B; l2i+ ei

�2

�
t j1A; 1B; l2i

�
: (3.50)

This state, if we �x interaction time t = ��=�2, transforms to;

j	AF (t)i =
1

2
(j0A; 0B; l1i+ j1A; 1B; l1i+ j0A; 0B; l2i � j1A; 1B; l2i) : (3.51)

As a �nal step of the tagging procedure, the atom is passed through Ramsey �eld

resonant with the transition jl1i ! jl2i for �=2 pulse that leads to the symmetric
Hadamard transformation jl1i ! (jl1i+ jl2i) =

p
2 and jl2i ! (jl1i � jl2i) =

p
2. This

completes the tagging protocol and it ends up in the following state;

j	AF (t)i =
1p
2
(j0A; 0B; l1i+ j1A; 1B; l2i) : (3.52)

The atom is now coupled with both the cavities in the form of GHZ entangled state.

This tagging causes the loss of the interference and the subsequent disappearance

of the Ramsey fringes that were the characteristic signature of the initial atomic

superposition. Employing the same procedure, one can equally tag the atom with

any arbitrary multipartite entangled state in the form of the expression;

j	AF (t)i =
1p
2

 
nY
j=1

j0j; l1i+
nY
k=1

j1k; l2i
!
: (3.53)

Such states, with fully controllable atomic maneuverability, are vitally important for

quantum networks and multiplayer quantum games, a theme we do not intend to
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Figure 3.7: Protocol for the doubly tagged delayed choice erasing procedure.

explore further in the present article.

3.2.2 Delayed-Choice Quantum Eraser: Procedure and Tun-
ability

Erasing methodology is no way tedious and simply employs two auxiliary two-level

atoms that swap the cavity �eld quantum information and then pass through ad-

justable Ramsey zones as shown in Fig. (3.7).

Thus, as a �rst step for erasing the tags, we send the auxiliary two-level atoms,

initially in their respective ground states jgji with j = 1; 2; through both the cavities
where they interact resonantly but independently. The interaction is governed by the

interaction picture Hamiltonian [158];

ĤI = ~�(j)ge (âje�i'j jeji hgjj+ â
y
je
i'j jgji hejj); (3.54)
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where, �(j)ge is the coupling constant of j atom with the cavity �eld and âj(â
y
j) is

the �eld annihilation (creation) operator connected with the corresponding atomic

raising jeji hgjj (lowering jgji hejj) operator. Such resonant interactions, lasting for
arbitrary times t1 and t2 results into the following expressions;

	
(r)
AF (t1; t2) =

1p
2

�
j0A; 0B; l1; g1; g2i+ cos(�(1)ge t1) cos(�(2)ge t2) j1A; 1B; l2; g1; g2i

�ie�i'2 cos(�(1)ge t1) sin(�(2)ge t2) j1A; 0B; l2; g1; e2i
�iei'1 sin(�(1)ge t1) cos(�(2)ge t2) j0A; 1B; l2; e1; g2i
�ei('1�'2) sin(�(1)ge t1) sin(�(2)ge t2) j0A; 0B; l2; e1; e2i

	
: (3.55)

For swapping the cavity �eld information over the auxiliary atoms, we need to �x the

interaction times t1 and t2 corresponding to a ��Rabi pulses. Thus taking �(1)ge t1 =
�
(2)
ge t2 = �=2 the above expression reduces to;���	(r)A E = 1p

2

�
jl1; g1; g2i � ei('1�'2) jl2; e1; e2i

�
: (3.56)

Now, the cavity �elds left into their respective vacuum states i.e., j0A; 0Bi, are subse-
quently traced out of the above expression. Further, we note that auxiliary atoms are

now GHZ-entangled or tagged with the three-level atom whose lower levels (l1; l2) are

supposed to furnish the interference fringes with the detection data corresponding

to (l1; l2) levels already recorded duly. From Eq. (3.56), it is explicitly clear that

the interference fringes coming from the atomic detection (l1; l2) are totally lost by

virtue of the double tagging with the auxiliary atoms. Now, in order to retrieve back

and to tune in these lost fringes in a delayed-choice scenario, we send the auxiliary

atoms, one by one, through the adjustable Ramsey zones R1 and R2, respectively.

Such semiclassical atom-�eld resonant interactions are governed by the Hamiltonian

[158];

Ĥ =
~
Rj
2
(e�i�j jeji hgjj+ ei�j jgji hejj); (3.57)

with j = 1; 2; for the two auxiliary atoms. Moreover, here, 
Rj =
��}gjej �� "=~ stands for

the Rabi frequency, " is the strength of �eld amplitude and }gjej = q hejj �r jgji denote
the dipole matrix element having a phase �j. Thus the passage of these auxiliary

atoms consecutively through the Ramsey zones for the interaction times tR1 and tR2
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Figure 3.8: (a) Distinguishability, (b) Visibility versus Ramsey interaction
time of the auxiliary atoms.

transforms the state Eq. (3.55) into the following eraser equation;���	(R1;R2)A

E
=

1p
2

�
[cos(�1) cos(�2) jl1i+ e�i('1�'2��1��2) sin(�1) sin(�2) jl2i]
 jg1; g2i

+[e�i�2 cos(�1) sin(�2) jl1i � ie�i('1�'2��1) sin(�1) cos(�2) jl2i]
 jg1; e2i
+[e�i�1 sin(�1) cos(�2) jl1i � ie�i('1�'2��2) cos(�1) sin(�2) jl2i]
 je1; g2i
+[e�i(�1+�2) sin(�1) sin(�2) jl1i � e�i('1�'2) cos(�1) cos(�2) jl2i]
 je1; e2i

	
;

(3.58)

where, �1 = 
tR1=2 and �2 = 
tR2=2 denote Ramsey interaction parameters. This

expression shows that coherence and hence the interference is retrieved back, under

the delayed-choice situation, corresponding to each and every auxiliary atomic detec-

tion permutations i.e., jg1; g2i ; jg1; e2i ; je1; g2i and je1; e2i even much later than the
recording of atomic data from levels (l1; l2) of the atom utilized for the depiction of

the Ramsey interference.

Now, in order to show the delayed-choice adjustability of the complementary

variables, we duly highlight variations in he path distinguishability and the fringe

visibility using Greenberger-Yasin-Englert relationships [64, 95-100], for variable in-

teraction times tR1 and tR2 respectively when auxiliary atoms are detected in, say

jg1; e2i pattern.
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The relationships are given by;

D =

����cos2(�1) sin2(�2)� sin2(�1) cos2(�2)cos2(�1) sin
2(�2) + sin

2(�1) cos2(�2)

���� ; (3.59)

V = 2

���� iei('1�'2��1��2) cos(�1) sin(�2) sin(�1) cos(�2)cos2(�1) sin
2(�2) + sin

2(�1) cos2(�2)

���� ; (3.60)

where, D denotes path distinguishability and V stands for the fringe visibility and

are plotted versus the interaction time tR1 and tR2 respectively in Fig. (3.8). The rest

of the atomic detections i.e., jg1; g2i ; je1; g2i and je1; e2i follows the similar pattern.

3.2.3 Success Probability and the Fidelity of the Proposal

The proposal for the delayed-choice, doubly tagged Quantum Eraser has been pre-

sented under cavity QED experimental settings, the same experimental parameters

cited in the previous section, render the present proposal equally feasible for the ex-

perimental implementation and therefore we omit it here for our doubly tagged QCDE

setup. Again as mentioned already in previous section, the success probability, in the

present case, in general and the �delity of the tunable erasing mechanism in spe-

ci�c also depend on the various operational parameters including cavity anisotropies,

coupling dispersion, optical �eld delays, atomic injection errors and the atom-�eld

interaction time errors. Again, the most dominant contributions to the interactional

errors come from the natural velocity spread of the atomic beam employed and the

rest of the minor imperfections can equally be operationally summed up into the in-

teraction time errors mainly yielded by the non-monochromatic nature of the atom�s

velocity. The success probability in present case solely depends upon the resonant

interactions. The expression for such a probability versus resonant interaction time

errors �t1 and �t2 comes to be;

Ps =
1

2

�
1 + cos2(�(1)ge �t1) cos

2(�(2)ge �t2)
�
; (3.61)

and plotted in Fig. (3.9).

Similarly the �delity, when auxiliary atoms are detected in the pattern jg1; e2i
is given by;

z =
1

4
jcos(��1 +��2)� sin(��1 ���2)

+ cos(�(1)ge �t1) cos(�
(2)
ge �t2)(cos(��1 +��2) + sin(��1 ���2))

��2 ;(3.62)
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Figure 3.9: Success probability of the erasing mechanism versus resonant
interaction time errors of auxiliary atoms.

where, ��1 = 
�tR1=2 and ��2 = 
�tR2=2 are the time errors for Ramsey interac-

tions. The frequency of the �delity versus various interaction time errors is sketched

in Fig. (3.10) for a thousand runs of the experiment with the error selected randomly

from a pre-de�ned, bounded time error distributions for each case. Fig. 3.9 clearly

depicts that the �delity of the erasing mechanism reaches the ideal unit value for

the interaction time errors in the range of 10�6 s. Such a limited range of the in-

teractional errors can easily be achieved through utilization of quasi-monochromatic

atomic stream taken from a sample of cold atom a MOT as already stated [148].

3.2.4 Conclusion: Coherence, Information and the Measure-
ment

In �rst section of the present chapter, we have discussed a singly tagged, delayed

choice quantum eraser [184], with the cavity �eld coupled to the Ramsey atom in

the form of
��	TAF� = (j0c; l1i+ j1c; l2i) =

p
2. In that case, the tag when removed in

a delayed choice manner by passing the auxiliary atom through a time-adjustable

Ramsey interaction yields the fringes;

j�inti = cos(�) jl1i � ei' sin(�) jl2i ; (3.63)
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Figure 3.10: Graph depicting the frequency of the �dility versus variable
resonant and Ramsey interaction time errors. The bounded errors are
taken as random variable and the plots represent thousands run of the
experiment.

with � = 
RtR=2, when the auxiliary atom is detected into the ground state jgi. The
above expression explicitly shows that the fringe visibility/path distinguishability can

be smoothly adjusted out under delayed-choice situation from zero to the maximum

value of unity. Apart from other strange conclusions [184], the most vital one literally

states that state vector reduction is of epistemological nature linked with the informa-

tion accessibility to the experimentalist whether in real-time or in delayed scenario.

This, therefore appears to be more akin to a mental process than to a physical one.

In order to clarify the ambiguity, we have suggested a doubly tagged system here,

and now for the case where auxiliary atoms are detected, say in jg1; e2i state, the
corresponding fringe yielding expression comes to be;

j�inti =
e�i�1 sin(�1) sin(�2) jl1i � ie�i('1�'2��1) sin(�1) sin(�2) jl2ip

cos2(�1) sin
2(�2) + sin

2(�1) cos2(�2)
: (3.64)

Here we see that both the auxiliary atoms can be employed to tune-in the fringe vis-

ibility /path distinguishability to any arbitrary value much later after recording but
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now with a vital di¤erence. Assume that �rst we manipulate auxiliary atom-1 and

detect it in excited state je1i for Ramsey interaction parameters �1 = 
tR1=2 = �=2.
This corresponds to the coherence loss, with unity path distinguishability as the

atom yielding fringes now turn up into level jl2i : Now, under this situation, there is
no option available for auxiliary atom-2 to tune fringe visibility/path distinguisha-

bility. This shows that quantum coherence is intimately linked with the information

gained through measurement, a theme that suggests the uni�cation of coherence, in-

formation and the entropy. In order to elaborate over this conclusion a bit in detail,

we discuss the scenario encountered in the delayed-choice eraser in general, whether

singly or doubly tagged, and point out the fact that the delayed adjustability of the

already recorded interference data explicitly suggests that there is, certainly to some

extent, an e¤ect travelling back in time from the present to the past [192]. This

counterintuitive a¤ect can be accounted through many routes;

1. By assuming a Block Quantum Universe (BQU) where only present �NOW�

exists incorporating all the past and the future events enveloped into it [193,

194].

2. By assuming retrocausality with causal e¤ects of the state vector reducing mea-

surements, performed in the present, travelling back in time and rearranging the

past to �t in the situation happening in the present. This is because the past

appears to emerge after the time-irreversible phenomenon of the state vector

reduction has been duly recorded by the observer while sitting in the present.

Such a retrocausality is even more strange and stringently mysterious to accept

compared to the �rst alternative because assumption of retrocausality lacks the

backing of any known physical agent i.e. force etc. whose in�uence can travel

back in time.

3. The third option is to take the less favoured and a bit controversial, time sym-

metric, two-state vector formalism of the quantum theory by Aharonov et. al.

[195].

The theory, though time symmetric, apparently does not satisfactorily explain,

in our view, the nonlocal, simultaneous in�uence, in�ltrating into the present, of

the post-selection assumed to be encountered by the quantum entity in its future

evolution. Further, the two-state vector formalism is limited to the problems de�ned

within the framework of the initial as well as boundary conditions.
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Let us now see which of the scenarios described above are favoured by the

present delayed-choice eraser proposal. As stated above, coherence, information and

the entropy are interconnected concepts in the quantum theory and we seek an answer

to above question while exploring these themes in the context of our delayed-choice

eraser. Wootters and Zurek, while considering a similar interferometric setup, have

shown in their classic article [120] that for a superposition state of the type j	(x; t2)i =
� j	1(x; t2)i + � j	2(x; t2)i emerging out of a beam splitter along path-1 and path-2

respectively, the accessible information is given by;

IWZ = �p1 log2 (p1)� p2 log2 (p2) ; (3.65)

where p1 = j�j2 and p2 = j�j2 designate the probabilities of the quantum entity to be
detected along path-1 and path-2 of the interferometer respectively. In our case, this

information criterion, for the atomic detection into the state jg1; e2i, comes to be;

I
(QE)
WZ = � cos2 (�1) sin2 (�2) log2

�
cos2 (�1) sin

2 (�2)
�

� sin2 (�1) cos2 (�2) log2
�
sin2 (�1) cos

2 (�2)
�
; (3.66)

Here we note that for (�1 = �=2; �2 = �) or for (�1 = �; �2 = �=2) we get complete

path information and consequently the interference is thoroughly lost whereas for

(�1 = �2 = �=4) no path information is accessible and subsequently yielding maximum

fringe visibility, a case much similar to the Greenberger-Yasin-Englert relationship

discussed in plotted in the previous section. Later on a lot of work has been done in

the context of information and its link with the interference or coherence in general

and the scenario was generalized recently and quantum information-theoretic relations

were furnished for a multi-path interferometer [196]. However, it is strange to note

here that Wootters-Zurek information criterion Eq. (3.65) resembles much with the

Shannon entropy H (pj) =
NP
j=1

pj log2 (pj) and its equivalent known as Von Neumann

entropy S (�) = �Tr[� log2 (�)]. Further work in this regard has proved beyond doubt
that coherence, information and the entropy are most intricately linked themes [197-

199]. These explorations have also come up with an entropic measure of the quantum

coherence, speci�cally in the context of interferometers, and is given by [196];

C (�) = S
�
�diag

�
� S (�) : (3.67)
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Where C (�) is the relative entropy coherence measure and �diag is the maximally

mixed diagonalized density matrix having the same diagonal elements as that of the

�, a situation marking the vanishing of the coherence.

Now after highlighting the connectedness of the quantum coherence with the

information and the entropy, we say few words about the nature of time in the

quantum theory and its link with the projective measurements in the context of

the delayed-choice Quantum Eraser. Entropy is generally taken as the physical basis

de�ning the arrow of time [200] and it is also well known that pure quantum states i.e.

like the state in Eq. (3.58), have zero entropy and thus no apparent arrow of time, a

situation seemingly favouring the BQU concept. This conjecture is further forti�ed

while pondering keenly over the present delayed-choice tunable Quantum Eraser that

not only claim the recovery or retrieval of the interference fringes back in time but

also promises the delayed-choice adjustibility of the path distinguishability/fringe vis-

ibility. The option for this reshaping of the past is only available under the BQU idea

where all the times are equally accessible prior to the projective measurements that,

whenever carried out, bring into play and imposes the strict space-time structure of

the classical physics along with the space-time based constructs like causality and

locality. However, since the measurements counting the system�s dynamics through

complete correlation of the system-measuring device variations is not ideally realiz-

able for the case of pure quantum states carrying no entropy at all and therefore

the underlying reality of the quantum world seems impossible to be unveiled through

classical devices [199], a dilemma that forbids to take all of the above discussion as a

concrete proof.

Anyhow, as a �nal remark, we mention the process causing irreversible quantum-

classical transition that leads us from potentiality to actuality or, in the context of

delayed-choice Quantum Eraser, the process that erase (or in the present case even

reshape ) the past and impactify the future [74]. This irreversible process of observa-

tion through projective measurement yields de�nite results and causes the emergence

of space-time and its segregation into past, present and the future. In the words of

Neils Bohr;

�All unambiguous use of the space-time concepts in the description of

the atomic phenomena is con�ned to the recording of observations which

refer to marks on a photographic plate or to similar practically irreversible

ampli�cation e¤ects�[201].
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Now our delayed-choice doubly tagged eraser explicitly manifest this point

because projective measurement on any or both of the auxiliary atoms end up the

quantum coherence and the option for further delayed-choice adjustability of the

fringes get lost forever, a point already discussed above in details.

These conclusions therefore suggest that quantum coherence is an entity whose

reality lies behind the space-time concreteness of the classical world but its presence

moulds all the events or happenings through either interference or through measure-

ment, often producing seemingly strange results. This further demonstrates that the

Quantum Eraser, more signi�cantly its delayed-choice version, can serve as a better

tool to explore the deeper meanings of the state vector while emphasizing on both

the ontological as well as the epistemological features of the subject matter. This

is because, as demonstrated in the present chapter, such a Quantum Eraser promi-

nently highlights and addresses all the counterintuitive traits of the quantum theory

and guide us to yet less explored, hidden connectivity among coherence, state vec-

tor reduction, information, entropy and the conception of the time in the quantum

theory in a more meaningful and profound way. Similarly, on the application side,

the schematics described here for the doubly tagged setup can be straightforwardly

extended to a multipartite scenario and can be employed to gain better understanding

about quantum networks in general and multiplayer quantum games in speci�c.
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Complementarity, Coherence and
Contextuality

In present chapter we intend to discuss another major peculiarity i.e. complemen-

tarity starkly di¤erentiate quantum world from the classical well understood, local,

realistic and fully deterministic description. In classical physics, one can measure any

variable accurately and such measurements are assumed to unveil pre-existing values

of the variables of the interest. However, the situation in the quantum theory is quite

ba ing and there are certain pairs of the conjugate, noncommuting variables like

position-momentum, energy-time, phase-amplitude, angular momentum components

etc. that can never be measured simultaneously and accurately. Measurement of

any one of the such complementary variable automatically precludes any meaningful

measurement with reliable results of the counterpart. This as a consequences makes

quantum theory a highly contextual theory. The principle, however, though having

empirical footings, was initially proposed by Neils Bohr in philosophy terms [116].

However, on physical grounds the complementarity was generally understood as a

consequence of the disturbance caused by the measurement. Later on it was realized

that the mystery has even much deeper roots and the principle of the complemen-

tarity is intricately linked with the concept of information and the uncertainty in the

quantum theory [75]. Further explorations into the phenomenon yielded some of the

badly needed clarity and furnished the complementarity concept, as cited in the in-

troductory section of the thesis, with its due mathematical description [117-127]. The

initial conjugate by Bohr that one always need separate experimental settings to ob-

serve or measure the two complementary conjugate noncommuting variables, however

prevailed throughout now more than one century long history of the foundations of

the Quantum Mechanics. This implies that under any interferometric setup, one can
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Figure 4.1: Scheme given by Ionicioiu and Terno for a quantum version of
Wheeler�s delayed-choice experiment.

only witness either wave aspects of the phenomenon or its counterpart complemen-

tary variable describing the particle aspects of the quantum entity under investigation.

This scenario changed recently when Ionicioiu and Terno, [105] theoretically demon-

strated that an interferometer having at least one quantum Beam Splitter (q-BS) can

be employed to observe both the complementary aspects separately under the same

experimental interferometric settings. Here we quote from the abstract of their paper,

�We propose a framework to analyze quantum-controlled experiments

and illustrate the implications by discussing a quantum version ofWheeler�s

delayed-choice experiment. The introduction of a quantum-controlled de-

vice (i.e., quantum beam splitter) has several consequences. First, it

implies that we can measure complementary phenomena with a single

experimental setup, thus pointing to a rede�nition of complementarity

principle. Second, a quantum control allows us to prove there are no

consistent hidden-variable theories in which �particle�and �wave�are re-

alistic properties. Finally, it shows that a photon can have a morphing

behaviour between �particle�and �wave�; this further supports the con-

clusion that �particle�and �wave�are not realistic properties but merely

re�ect how we �look�at the photon�[105].

This major modi�cation to the concept of complementarity was suggested

using an interferometric setup as shown in Fig. (4.1). Here the �nal beam splitter,
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feeded through a Quantum Random Number Generator (QRNG) stands for the quan-

tum device (beam splitter) in superposition of present and the absent simultaneously

while rest of the apparatus is similar to the conventional Mach-Zehnder interferom-

eter. Now the �nal quantum beam splitter, when in absent state, exhibit particle

aspect whereas its state being present evidently yields wave aspects along with the

interference. In present chapter, we have proposed an atom interferometer operating

in Bragg regime Cavity QED that is potentially capable of exhibiting both the wave

and the particle aspects of an atom independently under the same interferometric

settings in the most direct and realistic scenario with �nal quantum beam splitter

being engineered through as a high-Q cavity in superposition of zero and one photon.

It has been further demonstrated that the proposed schematics can be easily imple-

mented using the contemporary cavity QED available tools and resources [202]. Our

work thus explains comprehensively how the Particle Aspects (PA) and Wave Aspect

(WA), in the real sense of the words, can be seen in a single experimental setup.

4.1 Atom Optics Based on Cavity QED Assisted

Bragg Di¤raction of Neutral Atoms

As it is being discussed in the introductory chapter, matter wave Bragg di¤raction

is an energy/ momentum conserving, elastic Raman scattering process, which follows

usual di¤raction conditions. We consider a two-level atom, initially in its ground state

jgi, moving along z�axis with its quantized transverse momentum along x�axis, i.e.
along the wave propagation of the cavity �eld is

��AQ0 = ~k�, interacts o¤ resonantly
with the cavity �eld in Fock state jnci. Such an interaction of a two-level atom with

quantized center of mass motion is governed by the interaction picture Hamiltonian,

written under dipole and rotating wave approximations as [141, 142, 144];

ĤI =
Q2x
2M

+
~�c
2
�z + ~� cos (kx̂)

�
â�+ + â

y��
�
: (4.1)

With notations already explained in review section of chapter 2. Thus the initial

state j	AF (t = 0)i =
��nc; g; AQ0� under the action of above Hamiltonian, transforms

to the following �nal expressions corresponding to the probability amplitudes under
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�rst order, o¤-resonant Bragg di¤raction;

CA
Q0

nc;g (t) = e
2i�nct

h
CA

Q0

nc;g (0) cos(�nct) + iC
AQ�2
nc;g (0) sin(�nct)

i
; (4.2)

CA
Q�2

nc;g (t) = e2i�nct
h
CA

Q�2
nc;g (0) cos(�nct) + iC

AQ0
nc;g (0) sin(�nct)

i
; (4.3)

where � = �2=4�c is e¤ective Rabi frequency. Expressions Eq. (4.2) and Eq. (4.3)

serve as our master equations for engineering the atom optics tools i.e. atomic de

Broglie wave beam splitters and mirrors. For the detailed derivation one is referred

again to chapter-2.

4.1.1 Atomic de Broglie Beam Splitter

Consider an atom, initially in ground state jgi with transverse momentum jQ0i inter-
acts with the cavity �eld jnci for a time t. These initial conditions then simplify Eq.
(4.2) and Eq. (4.3) to furnish Atomic de Broglie Beam Splitter (AdB-BS) transforms;

CA
Q0

nc;g (t) = e
2i�nct cos(�nct); (4.4)

CA
Q�2

nc;g (t) = ie2i�nct sin(�nct): (4.5)

Thus the general state vector describing the AdB-BS for the initial state j	(t = 0)i =
jg; nc; Q0i comes to be;��	AdB�BS(t)� = e2i�nct (cos(�nct) jg; nc; Q0i+ i sin(�nct) jg; nc; Q�2i)

= e2i�nct [(cos(�nct) jQ0i+ i sin(�nct) jQ�2i)
 jg; nci] : (4.6)

For a symmetric AdB-BS, we have to take �nct = �=4. This furnishes the beam split-

ter transforms with CA
Q0

nc;g (t = �=4�nc) = i=
p
2 and CA

Q�2
nc;g (t = �=4�nc) = �i=

p
2.

Similarly, for the cavity �eld comprising a single photon i.e. j1ci, the expression for
probability amplitudes come to be;

CA
Q0

1c;g (t) =
e2i�tp
2
[cos(�t) + i sin(�t)] ; (4.7)

CA
Q�2

1c;g (t) =
e2i�tp
2
[cos(�t) + i sin(�t)] : (4.8)

Now with initial conditions CA
Q0

1c;g (0) = 1=
p
2 and CA

Q�2
1c;g (0) = 1=

p
2, one can engineer

any beam splitter, symmetric or otherwise depending on the interaction time �t�.
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4.1.2 Atomic de Broglie Mirror with Cavity Field

Atomic de Broglie Mirror (AdB-M) enacts as a NOT gate transformation i.e. it

transforms the atomic momenta states: jQ0i ! jQ�2i and jQ�2i ! jQ0i. Thus, for
a ground state atom, initially coming with momentum jQ0i i.e. with the initial state
jg; nc; Q0i, the interaction time corresponding to a half Rabi cycle i.e. �nct = �=2

gives mirror transforms;

CA
Q0

nc;g (t) = e
2i�nct

h
CA

Q0

nc;g (0) cos(�nct) + iC
AQ�2
nc;g (0) sin(�nct)

i
) 0; (4.9)

CA
Q�2

nc;g (t) = e2i�nct
h
CA

Q�2
nc;g (0) cos(�nct) + iC

AQ0
nc;g (0) sin(�nct)

i
) �i; (4.10)

Hence the state under mirror transformation, changes to;

jg; nc; Q0i ) �i jg; nc; Q�2i : (4.11)

Similarly, if atom is initially in ground state with momentum jQ�2i then for an
interaction time corresponding to a complete Rabi cycle, we get the alternative

AdB-M transforms CA
Q0

nc;g (t = �=2�nc) = �i and CA
Q�2

nc;g (t = �=2�nc) = 0. Now with

this atom optics gadget available, we can proceed to develop QDCE based on Mach-

Zehnder-Bragg interferometer.

4.2 QDCE: Mach-Zehnder-Bragg Interferometric

Implementation with Neutral Atoms

The setup employed to demonstrate Wheeler�s delayed-choice Quantum experiment

consists of a Mach-Zehnder-Bragg Atomic Interferometer. The Schematics for the

proposed experimental setup are sketched in Fig. (4.2).

Here the high-Q cavity C1 contains the Fock �elds jnci and acts as the �rst
Atomic de Broglie Beam Splitter (AdB-BS) and Atomic de Broglie Mirrors (AdB-

M) while cavities C2 and C3 containing the Fock �elds jmci perform the function

of atomic mirrors respectively. However, the fourth cavity i.e. C4 that acts as �nal

quantum beam splitter i.e. AdB-BS or q-AdB-BS is initially prepared in the su-

perposition state (cos � j0ci+ i sin � j1ci), with � being the interaction parameter of
the atom with the �eld inside the cavity. Such a cavity �eld superposition can be

prepared either by passing an auxiliary atom, initially in superposition of its inter-

nal states (cos � jgi+ i sin � jei) through an initially vacuum state cavity for a time
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Figure 4.2: Proposed Mach-Zendher-Bragg cavity QED interferometric
setup.

corresponding to half Rabi cycle. This corresponds to the swapping of the quantum

information between the atom and the high-Q cavity. The subsequent detection of

the atom into its ground state jgi guarantees the generation of the desired �eld su-
perposition inside the cavity C4. Alternatively, when auxiliary atom initially in its

excited state jei transverses the vacuum state cavity for a preselected time matching

the desired � value and then goes through a Ramsey zone earlier to its state-selective

detection also culminate into the generation of the required �eld superposition state

into the cavity [152].

We consider a two-level atom, prepared initially in its ground level jgi with
transverse momentum jQ0i that interacts o¤-resonantly with the cavity C1 possessing
�eld jnci under �rst order Bragg di¤raction. The initial state of the atom-�eld system
i.e. j	AF (t1 = 0)i =

��nc; g; AQ0� after interaction with the cavity C1 forming �rst
AdB-BS of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer get transformed, in accordance with

expressions Eq. (4.2) and Eq. (4.3) of subsection (4.1.1) to the following state for an

interaction time �=4�nc;

j	AF (t1 = �=4�nc)i =
ip
2

���AQ0�+ i ��AQ�2��
 jnc; gi : (4.12)

We can trace out jnci from above expression, leaving us with a superposition of split

atomic de Broglie wave packets in momentum space travelling orthogonal to each

other with momenta jQ0i = j~ki and jQ�2i = j�~ki, respectively.
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Next, this state passes through the two AdB-M mirror cavities C2 and C3 each

having �eld jmci. From expressions derived in previous section, we note that mirror

action under �rst order o¤-resonant Bragg interactions lasting for a complete Rabi

cycle i.e. t2 = �=2�mc change the state of the split atomic wave packets emerging

from the C2 and C3 mirror cavities as follows;

j	AF (t2 = �=2�mc)i =
ip
2

���AQ0�� i ��AQ�2��
 jgi : (4.13)

Here, in above expression we have traced out the cavity �eld jmci. Next, this two-
level atom bearing both particle and wave attributes, and in superposition of its

external transverse momenta states faces the �nal beam splitter AdB-BS2 which is

a quantum beam splitter initially prepared in the state (cos (�) j0ci+ i sin (�) j1ci)
as mentioned earlier. Now the initial composite state of the atom-�eld system for

the �nal interaction of the Mach-Zehnder-Bragg interferometer i.e. j	AF (t3 = 0)i =
i
���AQ0�� i ��AQ�2�� =p2
 (cos (�) j0ci+ i sin (�) j1ci)
jgi may be rearranged as fol-
lows;

j	AF (t3 = 0)i =
1p
2

�
i cos (�)

���AQ0p �� i ��AQ�2p

��

 j0ci

� sin (�)
���AQ0w �� i ��AQ�2w

��

 j1ci

�

 jgi : (4.14)

This suggests that when Bragg di¤racted atom faces vacuum state cavity j0ci, i.e.
the case marking the absence of AdB-BS2, it sheds outs its wave characteristics but

AdB-BS2 cavity C4 having j1ci �eld state hints out the presence of the quantum
beam splitter that can potentially Bragg di¤ract the matter waves resulting into

the availability of option for the de Broglie atomic matter wave interference fringes.

Thus the atom in this case will therefore exhibit its wave nature while suppressing the

particle signatures. The atom with complementary particle and wave characteristics

is therefore designated with
���AQjp E and ���AQjw E, with j = 0;�2, respectively in above

expression.

Now, for an arbitrary interaction time t3 under �rst order o¤-resonant Bragg

di¤raction, the second part of the above expression evolves in accordance with the

Eq. (4.7) and Eq. (4.8) of the previous section and yields the �nal quantum state of
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two-level atom emerging out of the q-AdB-BS2 as below;

j	AF (t3)i =
i cos (�)p

2

���AQ0p �� i ��AQ�2p

��

 j0ci � ei�

sin (�)p
2

h�
cos(

�

2
) + sin(

�

2
)
� ��AQ0w �

�i
�
cos(

�

2
)� sin(�

2
)
� ��AQ�2w

�i

 j1ci ; (4.15)

where we have taken � = �2t3=2�c. The atomic internal state jgi, being in outer
product form, is traced out from the above expression as it is no more needed for

further explorations. In more abbreviated form, the above expression can be written

as;

j	AF (t3)i = cos (�) jParticlei j0ci � sin (�) jWavei j1ci ; (4.16)

where;

jParticlei = ip
2

���AQ0p �� i ��AQ�2p

��
; (4.17)

and

jWavei = ei�p
2

n�
cos(

�

2
) + sin(

�

2
)
� ��AQ0w �+ i�cos(�2 )� sin(�2 )� ��AQ�2w

�o
: (4.18)

The orthogonality expression for these two states comes out to be;

hparticlej wavei =
ip
2

�

AQ0

��� i 
AQ�2���
 ei�p
2

n�
cos(

�

2
) + sin(

�

2
)
� ��AQ0�

+i
�
cos(

�

2
)� sin(�

2
)
� ��AQ�2�o ; (4.19)

hparticlej wavei =
iei�

2

h�
cos(

�

2
) + sin(

�

2
)
� 

AQ0

�� AQ0�
�i
�
cos(

�

2
)� sin(�

2
)
� 

AQ0

�� AQ�2�
+i
�
cos(

�

2
) + sin(

�

2
)
� 

AQ�2

�� AQ0�
+
�
cos(

�

2
)� sin(�

2
)
� 

AQ�2

�� AQ�2�i ; (4.20)

simpli�cation �nally yields;

hparticlej wavei = iei� cos(�=2): (4.21)

So the above expression i.e. hparticlej wavei = iei� cos(�=2) suggests that, in general,
these states are not orthogonal to each other except for � = ��. From this equation it
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Figure 4.3: Particle-Wave features of the atom verses �:

is evident that if the cavity �eld in the quantum beam splitter AdB-BS2 is found to be

in vacuum i.e. j0ci then the interferometer will be open and the atom will subsequently
behaves as a particle. However, for AdB-BS2 �eld state j1ci, the interferometer will
be correspondingly closed and we will witness wave behavior of the Bragg di¤racted

atom. In general, the trade-o¤ between the particle and wave aspects of the atom is

governed by the variable � i.e. the interaction parameters selected while preparing

the �eld state in the AdB-BS2. We note that for � = �P = 0, the atom behaves

completely like a particle whereas for � = �W = �=2 it thoroughly exhibits its wave

characteristics as shown in Fig. (4.3).

However, for � � ]�P ; �W [, the trade-o¤ between particle/wave aspects high-

lights itself in a morphing pattern. Such a particle-wave morphology, keeping in line

with the ref. [105], is derived below in our case as follows;

I0(�; �) = Tr
�
�1
��AQ0p;w� 
AQ0p;w��� ; (4.22)

and for wave aspect;

I0(�; �) = Tr
�
�1
��AQ�2p;w

� 

AQ�2p;w

��� ; (4.23)

�1 = Tr j	AF i h	AF j ; (4.24)

�1 = Tr f(cos (�) jParticlei j0ci � sin (�) jWavei j1ci)
(cos (�) hParticlej h0cj � sin (�) hWavej h1cj)g ; (4.25)
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�1 = Tr
�
cos2 (�) jParticlei j0ci hParticlej h0cj

� cos (�) sin (�) jParticlei j0ci hWavej h1cj
� sin (�) cos (�) jWavei j1ci hParticlej h0cj
+sin2 (�) jWavei j1ci hWavej h1cj

	
: (4.26)

Taking trace over j0ci and j1ci with little rearrangement furnishes the result;

�1 = cos
2 (�) jParticlei hParticlej+ sin2 (�) jWavei hWavej : (4.27)

Now substituting values of jParticlei and jWavei we will reach at the following
expression;

�1 = cos2 (�)

�
ip
2

���AQ0p �� i ��AQ�2p

�� �ip
2

�

AQ0p

��� i 
AQ�2p

����
+sin2 (�)

��
ei�p
2

�
cos(

�

2
) + sin(

�

2
)
� ��AQ0w �

+i
ei�p
2

�
cos(

�

2
)� sin(�

2
)
� ��AQ�2w

��
�
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Applying trigonometric relations, we get;
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Figure 4.4: Morphing behavior and the trade-o¤between particle and wave
aspects of the Bragg di¤racted atom.

Similarly, for trace over
��AQ�2� , using I0(�; �) = Tr ��1 ��AQ�2p;w

� 

AQ�2p;w

��� ;we get;
I
Q�2
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cos2 (�)

2
+
sin2 (�)

2
(1� sin (�)); (4.35)

and is plotted in Fig. (4.4).

Concerning wave features, the interference fringe visibility/distinguishability is

governed by the variable � i.e. interaction parameters of the atom with the AdB-BS2
under �rst order o¤-resonant Bragg di¤raction but we need not to elaborate it further

in the present context. We rather conclude the section by noting that here Bohr�s

stand about entirely di¤erent experimental setups needed to demonstrate comple-

mentary variables stays uniquely refuted if somehow we can incorporate a quantum

atom-optical element prepared in the superposition state into the interferometer, as

demonstrated by the �nal quantum beam splitter in the present schematics, then we

can observe both particle and wave characteristics of a quantum entity in a single

setup.
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4.3 Experimental Feasibility with Brief Discussion

Cavity QED is one of the pioneer discipline to demonstrate various protocols of the

quantum information [189]. High-Q cavities with the lifetimes up to fraction of a

second are available now [204] with demonstrated feasibility of successive interactions

of thousands of atoms [151]. Experimental Bragg di¤raction of atoms from light �elds

has, by now, also proved its potential beyond any doubt and had been demonstrated

up to 8th order with good results through classical as well as quantized �elds [145, 167-

170, 178, 179]. Similarly Bragg regime interferometry is also a standard tool to handle

many quantum informatics task [205, 206]. Thus, keeping the cited experimental

research scenario in view, we are quite optimistic about the laboratory execution of

our proposal. Furthermore, the proposed scheme is inherently deterministic and is

expected to yield results with good �delities. This is because �delity in cavity QED

based schemes is mainly a¤ected by the interaction time errors. However, Bragg

di¤raction being a long interaction time regime with two spatially well separated

outputs is generally less perturbed by such errors. Moreover, the interaction time

errors can be minimized using atoms delivered from ensemble of ultracold atoms from

magneto-optical traps [145, 167-170]. Bragg di¤raction of 85Rb atoms by G. Rempe�s

group at Max Planck Institute of Quantum Optics using optical wavelength of 780

nm is experimentally more relevant to the presented scheme and quite a matching

experimental setup for Bragg di¤raction of 85Rb atoms utilizing counter propagating

laser beams has already been demonstrated within another context [145]. Therefore

just by the inclusion of a high-Q cavity, that is available and being employed in their

experimental schematics for execution of various tasks [169, 207, 208], at an adjustable

distance is su¢ cient to e¢ ciently demonstrate our proposed scheme. The group works

with cold Rb atoms with M = 85 amu and illuminated with �eld of wavelength

� = 780 nm. The corresponding vacuum Rabi coupling and recoil frequency are

� = 2�� 16:4 MHz and !r = ~k2=2M = 2:4� 104 rad:s�1, respectively. The high-Q
cavity being utilized has a �nesse 4:4 � 105 and the detuning usually induced for
such experiments is around one GHz. These parameters nicely satisfy the criteria for

o¤-resonant �rst order Bragg di¤raction i.e. �c � !r and !r + �c � �
p
nc=2. The

desired interaction time, therefore comes to be 0:5 �s [169, 207-209] which is much

smaller than the cavity life-time of tens of microseconds. Alternatively, one can also

experimentally realize the present proposal using much lighter helium atoms (M = 4

amu), at operating parameters � = 543:5 nm; !r = 1:06 MHz; �c = 6:28 GHz

and single photon e¤ective Rabi frequency �2=4�c = 120 KHz. The interaction time
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therefore comes to be about 13 �s. High-Q cavities having �nesse F = 7:85 � 106

with life-times in few milliseconds are available in this regime [142, 210].

Thus, we have proposed an experimentally executable protocol for the demon-

stration of QDCE that is much akin and relevant to the extensively debated concept

of complementarity lasting for more than a century concerning wave packet duality of

the de Broglie waves. The proposal, as shown in previous section, explicitly elaborates

that both particle and wave aspects can be handled in a single QDCE experimental

arrangement in stringent contrast with the Bohr�s point of view. Further the demon-

stration explicitly elaborates on the Particle-Wave morphing behaviour in the most

true and realistic sense as envisioned under the complementarity concept and can be

implemented with the available cavity QED resources.

Moreover the presented scheme has many merits over the rest of its techni-

cal counterparts in other �elds including the ones based on photonics, NMR and

atomic internal degrees of freedom. Firstly, it explicitly exhibits the particle and

wave aspects of the actual matter waves and hence highlights the modi�cation of the

complementarity concept in its true sense. Secondly, the dynamics of the ground state

atoms in momentum space has shown to be decoherence resistant ensuring the coher-

ent sustainability of the states over comparatively longer time spans [211]. Thirdly

the state-selective atomic detection is thoroughly deterministic and yields su¢ ciently

good, noise-free results with no dark counts or missing clicks.
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Summary and Conclusions

A bird eye view over the historical developments of the quantum theory, carried out in

the �rst-chapter to some extent, explicitly exhibits the inherently random, nonlocal,

contextual and the counterintuitive nature of the theory. The theoretical scenario

with later experimental ample veri�cations, makes quantum description of the nature

utterly incomprehensive and completely confusing for a mindset trained under the

rational but classical tradition. This is because the theory is mostly based on the

concepts that stringently defy the criterion one opts in daily life or while dealing

with classical macroscopic objects. This is the sole reason behind the Bohr�s now

famous quote �If someone is not shocked by the quantum theory, then he has surely

not understood it� [212]. Again the great Richard Feynman seems to had a similar

point of view in mind when he said �I think I can safely say that nobody understands

quantum mechanics� [212]. Therefore, apart from its extremely fruitful nature on

utilitarian and practical grounds, the quantum theory and its foundations have posed

humanity with a philosophical riddle that has not yet been solved even after an

intellectual endeavour lasting over more than a century now. This struggle for the

search of meanings has so far resulted into a lot of mutually con�icting interpretations

of the theory based on either realistic or epistemic ontologies including the classic

Copenhagen interpretation, the mind boggling many world interpretation and de

Broglie- Bohr�s initiated hidden variable interpretation that aims to comprehend the

new theory under the time-tested ideology of the classical physics. However, till now,

no single interpretation is at the stage of being called �universally accepted�and the

intellectual frustration in this regard is best described by the tittle of a paper by

Asher Peres et. al. i.e. �Quantum theory needs no interpretation�, which is a kind
of another interpretation in itself [213].

While looking closer, one wonders what are the operational concepts that
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render. Quantum mechanics so ba ing and totally incomprehensible under classi-

cal frame work that is deeply and thoroughly ingrained into our common, layman

thinking. The two of such major themes forming core foundations of the quantum

theory that lack any counterpart whatsoever in the classical physics are the concepts

of quantum coherence and the complementarity of certain quantum variables. These

two vital concepts are the topic of humble explorations carried out in the present

thesis. Quantum coherence roughly de�ned as the potentiality of a quantum system

for being in many states simultaneously, i.e. in a quantum superposition of other-

wise quite distinct states while the principle of the complementarity suggests that

there are certain speci�c quantum variable called conjugate or complementary vari-

ables that can never be ascertained simultaneously or can never be measured yield-

ing precise values simultaneously. Examples of such complementary aspects include

wave/particle aspects in an interferometer simultaneous position-momentum assess-

ment and time-energy measurements etc. Theoretical as well as experimental studies

have thoroughly demonstrated that the indeterminacy regarding complementary vari-

ables is inherently quantum mechanical in nature with footings that lies beyond the

measurement based disturbance. Thus both the concepts i.e. quantum coherence and

the complementarity had persistently de�ed all the e¤orts to bring them under the

umbrella of classical thought.

Chapter-3 of the present thesis deals with the issue of quantum coherence.

The meanings and implications of the quantum coherence are studied here with the

help of delayed-choice quantum erasers [184, 185] operating under standard cavity

QED settings. Both the proposals have been duly shown to be experimentally imple-

mentable under the contemporary research environment prevailing in the standard

laboratories currently engaged in the cavity QED based experimental work. Fur-

ther, it has also been demonstrated, using recently published data, that the proposed

schematics promises an experimental execution with high enough �delities and suc-

cess probabilities approaching unity. Quantum Eraser, as stated earlier, combines all

the counterintuitive traits of the quantum theory in a single entity and presents and

exceedingly ideal situation to address and explore the issue of quantum coherence.

Such shocking aspects of the Quantum Eraser in general and delayed-choice Quan-

tum Eraser in speci�c are well summarized by Brain Green in his well received book

�These experiments are a magni�cent a¤ront to our conventional notions of space

and time.... For a few days after I �rst learned about these experiments, I remember

feeling elated. I felt I�d been given a glimpse into a veiled side of reality�[186].

Thus Quantum Eraser or more relevantly its delayed-choice version, considered
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here in the present monograph, incorporates all the mystifying traits of the theory i.e.

quantum coherence, conception of time in the quantum theory, measurement, state-

vector reduction or collapse, information and entropy along with their conceptual

inter-connectivity in a single phenomena our �ndings in this regard suggest explicitly

the interdependence of these apparently disjoint concepts. The delayed-choice fringe

tunability, �rstly demonstrated in the present thesis, speci�cally points towards block

conception of the quantum world that seems to prefer no distinguishability for the

past, present or the future. The arrow of time becomes visible only with the accessi-

bility of the information gained through measurement resulting into the state vector

reduction, an apparent increase into entropy and termination of the coherence. Since

the whole task of tag erasing can be carried out in delayed-choice manner along with

path distinguishability/fringe visibility adjustments, therefore one can safely claim

that quantum coherence is deeply linked with the information acquired through mea-

surement fortifyingWheeler�s conjecture that �Physics is information�. Moreover, one

conjectures that concept of quantum coherence, its loss and subsequent delayed-choice

retrieval is something that lies beyond the concrete classical space-time structure.

One of the conclusions of our �rst article [184], presented above seems to

suggest that state vector reduction might be of the epistemological origin connected

with the updating of experimentalist�s knowledge whether gained in real-time or in

delayed-choice manner. In order to dispel with this discrepancy, in our second article

[185], that makes rest of the chapter-3, we proposed a doubly-tagged delayed-choice

quantum eraser. Here we were freely to manipulate both the tagged or coupled

systems simultaneously or one after the other in delayed-choice scenario. The results

form such a bi-tagged system clearly exhibit that fundamentally it is the measurement

i.e. a thoroughly physical phenomenon, that causes the state vector collapse and

one can envision various measurement scenarios yielding non overlapping, entirely

di¤erent results negating the naive notion that wave function collapse is a mental act

with almost no role for the experimentalist�s pre-decided intervention.

In short, chapter-3 explore quantum coherence through interference e¤ects,

recorded in the past but manipulated for meaningful results and for the restoration

of the coherence while sitting in the present and hence fully exhibits the connectivity

of various vital concepts like measurement, state vector reduction, time in quan-

tum theory and the entropy. Furthermore, the articles that form the core of present

chapter [184, 185], �rstly demonstrate the tunability of fringe visibility/ path distin-

guishability in a delayed-choice setup. Earlier published work on Quantum Eraser

or its delayed-choice versions, both theoretical and experimental, was mainly con-
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cerned with only the fringe retrieval or recovery. This apparently creates ambiguity

that fringe restoration through Quantum Eraser is just some kind of data sorting or

data manipulation carried out in delayed scenario over the already recorded exper-

imental readings. Such ambiguities have urged some researcher to mark Quantum

Eraser as fallacious [113]. We through delayed-choice maneuverability of the fringe

visibility/ path distinguishability carried out by actual, physical explorations of the

tagged qubits, concretely and convincingly disproved this fallacy for the �rst time.

Here in this chapter we have further explored the links among quantum coherence,

information entropy and state vector reduction via projective measurements and its

connectivity with the emergence of the time. We, however, believe that further ex-

ploration in this direction may prove instrumental in deciphering the core mysteries

that separate quantum and the classical worlds.

Chapter-4 of the present work deals with the foundational issue of the quan-

tum complementarity. The concept, initially expounded by Bohr [186] naively sug-

gests that certain variables in quantum theory, known as conjugate or complemen-

tarity variables, can no way be measured as ascertained simultaneously and the mere

knowledge or the accessibility of the information of one variable totally precludes

any meaningful measurement of the counterpart. The prominent and much debated

example of the complementary variables is the famous wave-particle duality. The

principle of complementarity strictly forbids the simultaneous ascertainment of both

the wave and particle aspects of a quantum entity in a single interferometric setup.

Bohr further conjectured that one always need two independent setups for the mean-

ingful measurements of the complimentary aspects i.e. wave behavior or the particle

behavior of a quantum system whether it is a photon, an electron, a neutron or a large

bulky ball molecule lost traversing an interferometer. This conjecture was, however,

recently challenged theoretically by Terno et. al. [105]. They demonstrated that in

an interferometer, having one quantum mechanical beam splitter i.e. a beam splitter

that can stay in a superposition of being present as well as being absent simultane-

ously, one can witness both the wave and the particle aspects simultaneously in the

single unique interferometric setup. This theoretical investigation demolishing Bohr�s

conjecture was soon followed by many proposals as well as experimental implemen-

tations including the atom-�eld interaction based schematics [186]. However, most

of these proposal mapped various complimentary variables over the wave and parti-

cle aspects. We, in our proposal, employed neutral atoms in a Bragg-Mach-Zender

interferometer and demonstrated, in most realistic and easily implementable matter

wave scenario, that how particle aspects and wave aspects of a neutral atom travers-
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ing an interferometer can be ascertained in a single setup. Experimental feasibility

of the proposal has been elaborated at length using most recent experimental data

available [202]. Furthermore, since neutral atoms are employed and the atom interfer-

ometer proposed operates in o¤-resonant Bragg di¤raction regime, so the decoherence

threat is optimally eliminated in our case. The present contribution therefore put the

modi�ed complementarity concept potentially on a sound footing.

In summary, we believe that the work presented in the thesis, may be a rudi-

mentary one, contributes positively towards the ongoing e¤ort for clarifying the philo-

sophical foundations of the quantum theory. From the pace and dedication exhibited

by the working community, we may expect that future work carried over the same

lines, will soon be able to furnish an understandable and long awaited rational for

the quantum theory. It is expected that concept of quantum coherence investigated

further will play pivotal role in deciding the nature of quantum state vector or wave

function, the most fundamental concept of the quantum theory that is now rigor-

ously being explored [214]. Moreover, we also expect that idea of complementarity

also open up a vista that can potentially leads to the pathways expected to furnish a

universal understanding of the microcosmos described by the quantum theory.
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